Thanks for Remembering Me!

It Takes a Village

By Heather Steuer
Yancey County

We are all familiar with the age-old adage “it takes a village”. Automatically we think of this proverb in terms of raising children and the benefit of community rallying around our youth to love, support and teach them. We know the importance of agreeing upon a team approach, which influences character, quality of life and a sense of worth in our young people. These principles are so important and should always be a way of life. That being said, it seems that there is a certain portion of our population that could and should benefit from those very same principles... Our Elderly.

I have worked with and for the elderly for most of my career. I have had the honor on many occasions to sit with 90 year old women and just listen. Listen as they share their life stories. I listen to all that is and has been important to them. They share their accomplishments, the people that they love and the life challenges that have brought them sorrow. As they recount their life stories the validation is evident and the joy that comes forth is recognizable. In one small act, just listening, they are blessed and so am I. Their life story now, not only matters to them, it now matters to me too. We have just had an exchange woman to woman, not 90 year old to 40 year old. You see, she has been me and one day I will be her. I am reminded I will need someone to listen to my story and remind me that I matter. I will need someone to overlook my wrinkles and declining health and remind me that I was, I am so much more than my appearance, age and health condition.

Let’s remember to always be the village. Let’s look for opportunities to love on our children and our seniors. Let’s remember how important it is to talk and teach our children to listen and learn from our elders. Let’s take the time to pay attention to our elderly family members, church members and neighbors and find ways to serve and honor them. They so desperately need and deserve it. We will all come to a space in time when we will need our village. Let’s make sure that while we have the ability to, we do it well. Always remembering we belong to each other.

~ Blessings

I have worked in health care for 16 years, 10 as an LPN and the last 6 years in community relations.

“Holiday Grief”

By Jacob Willis
Yancey County

The Holidays are depicted as happy times of family and friends gathering around the table to celebrate life and fun. This depiction is true for some people as they are healthy, close to relatives, and gainfully employed. Holidays can be a different story for some people, however. Many people spend the holidays alone. This time is particularly difficult for elderly people who live alone. Many of them rely on public transportation, meals on wheels, senior centers, and neighbors for food and support. Their lives are made better by these services. During the holidays, many of these services aren’t available. Many of our local seniors are left without meals, or any way to get out of the house. Many seniors in nursing facilities miss the homes the most during the holidays. The memories we all celebrate can haunt them. Many seniors sadly are abandoned by their families, or they outlive their families. Thanksgiving and Christmas are holidays that many elderly people spend alone and hungry. What can we do during this time, and all year, to honor those who have given so much to us? First of all, we can open our eyes and hearts to see a need. Many times during the holidays we can focus on our families, food, and presents. Getting all of this together can be overwhelming. During this time it is really important to remember the “Season for the Season”. Jesus came to serve the marginalized people of this world. This season is about giving, loving, and sacrifice. I think it is important to remind our children that people who are less fortunate are our responsibility. We have a responsibility to care for those who cared for us. We have a calling to minister to those who are hungry, imprisoned, sick, and homeless. We are called to do this not only at Christmas and Thanksgiving, but all year long. If you choose to volunteer serving food to the homeless, prisoners, or shut-ins, it will open your eyes to the great need in our world. Delivering gifts to the nursing home and spending time with them enhances our lives beyond measure. In giving we receive. People need someone to love them. They need someone to care about them regardless of what they have done or been. Secondly, we can identify people in our own community that have needs. We can visit them, identify their need, and make them our adopted family. We need to make our churches aware of the needs.
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Is your day interrupted with a frequent need to use the restroom?

Bladder control issues are not a normal part of aging. Our specialists are here to help with treatment options to fit your needs.

Call today for an appointment.
(828) 670-5665 | wcsc.com
Half of all women have fibroids by age 50.

Symptoms can include heavy or prolonged periods, frequent urination and pelvic pressure. Our specialists are here to help with treatment options to fit your needs.

To talk about your symptoms and treatment options, schedule an appointment with Dr. Megan Daw at Western Carolina Women's Specialty Center.

Call today for an appointment.
(828) 670-5665  |  wcwsc.com
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“Now beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace: that bringeth good tidings of good, that publisheth salvation: that saith unto Zion, Thy God reigneth!”

Isaiah 52:7 KJV
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Church Directory

Plumtree Presbyterian Church
4627 Hay St NE, Plumtree, NC 28105
(828) 765-6910
www.plumtreechurch.com
Pastor Ryan Bridgeau
pastor@plumtreechurch.com
Sunday School 10:30 am
Worship Services 11:00 am
Children’s Sunday School
10:00 am
Pastor’s Bible Study 6:00 pm
Building Services 3rd Sunday of each month, 8:30 am
John 16:19 You did no choose me, but I chose you and anointed you to go and bear fruit—so that your joy may be complete.

Bear Creek Baptist Church
227 Bear Creek Rd
Bakersville, NC 28705
www.bearcreekbaptist.com
Reverend Bruce Cannon
Sunday School 9:45 AM
Worship Service 10:45 AM
Discipleship 6:00 PM
Evening Worship: 6:45 PM
Wednesday Worship: 7:30 PM
“For God so loved the world, he gave his only Son...”

West Burnsville Baptist Church
222 West Burnsville Church Rd
Burnsville, NC 28714
(828) 892-3990
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Morning Service: 10:50 a.m.
Evening Service: 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday Service: 6:30 p.m.
Church Vision: To become passionate followers and servants of Jesus Christ while ministering to the spiritual and physical needs of our church and community.

Burkemont Baptist Church
4608 Burkemont Rd
Morganton, NC 28655
(828) 437-3577
For more information, please visit: www.burkemontbaptist.org
Dr. David Mills, Sr. Pastor
8:30 am - Early Worship
9:45 am - Sunday School
11:00 am - Worship
5:00 pm - Evening Worship

St. Lucien’s Catholic Church
503 Summit Street
Spruce Pine, NC 28777
Phone (828) 765-2224
Sunday Mass 9:00 am
Wednesday Faith Formation 6:00 pm
Bakersville United Methodist Church
119 S. Mitchell Avenue
Bakersville, NC 28705
(828) 765-9015
Pastors -
Dr. Louis H. Woodard, &
Rev. Gene Lanier
Sunday School 11:00 AM
Morning Worship 10:00 AM
“Come grow with us”

First Baptist Church of Spruce Pine
129 Tappan Street
Spruce Pine, NC 28777
(828) 765-9411
www.sprucepinebaptist.com
www.sprucepinebaptist.org
Dr. Rocky Branch
Senior Pastor
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Sunday Worship: 8:30 am
Sunday Evening: 6:00 pm
Wednesday Evening: 6:30 pm
Knowing God, Seeing God, Serving God, Submitting to God

Burnsville Seventh-day Adventist Church
283 Creef View Road
Burnsville, NC 28714
(828) 892-7476
Pastor Ed Couser
Sabbath (Saturday)
Pot Luck Lunch every Sabbath
after the sermon for everyone
Bible Study 9:30 AM
Sabbath Worship: 11:00 AM
Tuesday Upper Room Fellowship (Prayer Meeting) Wed. 6pm

Faith Fellowship Church
Champ Ray Rd.
Mesena, NC 28765
(828) 476-2644
www.fcn.org
www.tcrradio.org
Pastor David Gillespie
Sunday School: 10:00 am
Worship Service: 11:15 am
Wednesday Bible Study: 7:00 pm
“The steps of a good man are ordered by the Lord.
And he delighteth in his ways.”
Psalm 37:23

You can let tourists, visitors and even neighbors know where your church is and when you meet by listing in the BRCH Teacher Directory. This visible and effective advertising is special priced at $300.00 per year for our churches - approximately $5.75 a week!

Yancey County Hospice
continued from page 1
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No Regrets Family—Miracles—Do They Really Happen?
By Pastor Dean Honeycutt
Mitchell County

Melissa and I were walking in Marion Square looking at the Christmas lights on the palm trees in Charleston, South Carolina. My mind was at ease and we were taking a break between hospital visits when my mom had undergone a radical 12-hour tongue cancer surgery at the University Medical Center. We received a dreaded phone call that explained my mom’s Flap (artiﬁcial tongue) was dying and she needed emergency surgery once again. My heart sank as we began to cry because Mom had been through so much already. The flap was a piece of tissue they had removed from her thigh and attached to the bottom of her throat simply for cosmetic reasons. During the ﬁrst surgery Mom’s tongue was removed revealing a cancer tumor the size of an orange. Leeches had been placed around her mouth and attached to the ﬂap to draw blood to the front of the ﬂap to keep the tissue and blood vessels alive. Mom was severed from her ear to ear and her jaw had been sawed in two to allow the surgeon to do what needed to be done. She was stapled back together and I had never seen anything like that before. Now Mom was being rushed back to surgery to remove the dead ﬂap.

The flap was removed and she was recovering once again. I knew Mom was nervous and scared but she did not know at this time what had been done. After a while she realized that she did not have a tongue. We were told that she would never talk again. In other words, medically speaking it is very difﬁcult if not impossible to talk without a tongue, and there is nothing that doctors can do to make an artiﬁcial tongue work the way a natural tongue does. On top of all this Mom was living on a feeding tube and had been for a year. She would never again take anything by mouth; she would never drink anything or eat any food.

We began to make plans on how to care for her and how to communicate with her. I will never forget there was one intensive care nurse who was not very pleasant to mom. Mom would try to communicate with her but this one nurse would not even try to understand what she was saying. We got Mom a dry erase board and she would write down what she wanted to say or ask. My heart was broken because she loved to talk and I would never hear her voice again.

Mom would write “I do not mind not being able to eat, but I pay I can talk again.” One time she was trying to do something at our house and she could not ﬁx the problem and Paul said before these, “You are not holding your tongue right!” We all got a big laugh out of that one. You never know how much you miss something until it is gone. Things we take for granted like walking, holding, eating, or even talking. Mom never gave up that she said she would talk again. And she prayed about it.

Christmas was at my house that year and I will never forget Mom was sitting on the couch and my sister said Mom had something she wanted to share with us. Alright what is it as we all gathered round as she still had her dry erase board. Mom spoke “Merry Christmas.” We were all amazed I had just witnessed a miracle of God. I could not believe what I had just heard, something I thought I would never hear. Come to ﬁnd out just a week or so before our gathering, Mom had spoken her ﬁrst words to my brother in law. And as she explained the words just came out. God had answered her prayers.

Mom still lives on a feeding tube, but she will tell you she does not want her tongue back because she talks more about Jesus without a tongue than she ever did with one. I have experienced two genuine miracles in my life and both were with my parents. Doctors have recorded my mom talking and are amazed at the viability of her life.

I consider my salvation a miracle; it is medically and scientiﬁcally unexplainable low Jesus Christ lives in me and has transformed my life. I have eternal life because God sustains all of life. Eric Metaxas describes “the essential meaning of miracles, then is to point us to the God behind the miracles. What makes a miracle is that God performed it speciﬁcally to make himself known, to communicate with us.” (Miracles, Eric Metaxas, 21)

Would you consider that the Virgin birth of Jesus Christ is a miracle? That God through the Virgin Mary conceived of the Holy One would birth His only Son into the world for you. That baby Jesus wrapped in grave clothes would die on a cross for you. That night when Jesus was born God spoke, “Merry Christmas.”

God Bless you and Merry Christmas from our family to yours.

Pastor Dean Honeycutt shepherds Snow Hill Baptist Church in Barkerville, NC. He may be reached at 818-383-0113, snowhillbaptist@gmail.com, or visit their website at www.snowhillbaptist.com.

www.brnews.com
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Billy Graham Evangelistic Association

Pray for Our Nation
By Franklin Graham

Dear Friend,

God is never surprised. The election of Donald Trump shocked the pundits and Washington elite and even surprised some of the candidate’s own voters, but it is God who guides the way for him, whether he fully realizes that or not. That’s because, whichever person has been elected, the rise and fall of a nation’sleaders happens under the sovereignty of God who is often working in larger ways and with a longer perspective than we can know. The Bible says, “Wisdom and right are His; And He changes the times and the seasons; He removes kings and raises up kings” (Daniel 2:20–21, NKJV).

No one should think that electing Donald Trump will fix our country. America is still a sin-saturated and divided nation, and Trump himself a leader with human flaws. Elections matter, and this one will have lasting consequences, but only God can heal and restore a nation—and that comes through committed, fruitful prayer.

When the people of Israel asked for a king after centuries without one, God gave them one. But the Prophet Samuel reminded the people that ultimately, God chose their national leaders: “Tate note, the Lord has set a king over you” (1 Samuel 12:13). The new king was inexperienced in government, and God made no promise that things would automatically turn out well for either the new king or the nation. Instead, Samuel presented the people with God’s pathway to success, placing responsibility on both the people and their leader.

“If you will fear the Lord and serve him and obey his voice and not rebel against the commandment of the Lord, and if both you and the king whom you will set over you follow the Lord your God, it will be well. But if you will not obey the voice of the Lord...then the hand of the Lord will be against you and your king” (1 Samuel 12:14–15, ESV).

After assigning the newly chosen ruler, Samuel made a personal commitment to his nation, the king, and the people. He hopes you take his words personally to heart for our own country today:

“As for me, far be it from me that I should sin against the Lord by ceasing to pray for you” (1 Samuel 12:23).

Will you make that same commitment to pray?

During the tumultuous national election season, America was in political chaos. The man who emerged to become the next president had very limited Washington experience, was considered unqualified by some, part of the extreme left, and won the election without a majority of the popular vote. Abrahamic Lincoln was one of our most effective presidents, and several years into his presidency a well-known pastor in New York pinpointed the reason: “The prayers of God’s people made President Lincoln what he was to the nation.”

Donald Trump is, of course, far different than Lincoln, and the conflicts and issues in our country today are entirely different than in 1860. But we know that God can use any leader. As God’s people can have a huge impact if we take our responsibility seriously and are diligent “always to pray and not lose heart” (Luke 18:1). Will you personally be part of that? Ask God to use this man He has allowed to be in place, despite human shortcomings, to further His great purposes in the nation and the world. And pray also for the incoming vice president Mike Pence, a man of faith who said he was “grateful to God for His amazing grace” in his speech right after the election.

The one sure path to national restoration is through repentance. The Bible says, “Repent, therefore, and turn back, that your sins may be blotted out, that times of refreshing may come from the presence of the Lord” (Acts 1:16–26). Pray for America. Only the Gospel of Jesus Christ has the power to change hearts, across our nation or anywhere in the world.

In this new year, I look forward to preaching the life-changing message of the Gospel at evangelistic events in cities like San Juan, Puerto Rico; Vancouver, Canada; and Oslo, Norway. I am also looking forward to preaching the Good News of Jesus Christ during multi-city tours in the U.S., starting in two states, Tennessee and Texas. I will tell you more about these tours soon. Our associate preaching teams, including Robert Convullel and my son Will Graham, are scheduled to lead Crusade events in two dozen other cities in India, Thailand, Mexico, Canada, and the U.S. Pray that God will open hearts to the Savior in each place.

So far this year, more than 1.3 million people across America and around the world have told us they made a life-changing decision for Christ as a result of God using through the ministry of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association. We thank Him and give Him the glory! As we press forward to the end of this year and into the next, we are grateful to you for your continuing partnership with us through your prayers and gifts.

May God richly bless you.

Reverend Franklin Graham is President and CEO of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association and Samaritan’s Purse, an international Christian relief organization.

West Burnsville Baptist Church

Sixteenth Annual Christmas Pageant
By Wanda Harding
Buncombe County

Jesus - His Story
We invite you to begin your Christmas season this year with a celebration of the life of Christ through drama and music at West Burnsville Baptist Church. Thru to the proclamation of the angels that Jesus is born. Marvel at his ministry as the blind see and the lame walk. Mourn with Mary and her disciples as Jesus is crucified and rejoice with them as they discover that He is alive! His story does not end and there but proclaims the promise of life everlasting in our heavenly home.

The Pageant opens on Wednesday, November 30 at 7 PM, continues Thursday, December 1 and Saturday, December 3 at 7 PM and concludes on Sunday, December 4 at 3 PM. West Burnsville Baptist Church is located one mile west of Burnsville town square, just off US 19E on West Burnsville Church Road. Seating is available forty-five minutes before the performance.

Reservations for groups of six or more may be made by calling 828-675-4725 or 828-802-3990. While there is no admission charge, your love offering is gratefully accepted.

Wanda Harding is pastor at West Burnsville and has been part of the creative team that produces the pageant since its inception.

And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field, keeping watch over their flock by night. And, lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of the Lord shone round about them: and they were sore afraid.

Luke 2:8-14
Getting the Life You Truly Desire
By Joyce Meyer
I have made it a priority to study about love in the Word of God. Getting a revelation about how much God loves me and learning to receive His love has been life-changing for me. It’s been the key to being able to really enjoy my life because when I received God’s love, then I began to discover that the best way—"the only way—you can have a happy, powerful life is to get your mind off yourself and do something for someone else. Helping people, being a blessing and adding value to other people’s lives is what it means to walk in love and follow the example of Jesus.

Ephesians 5:19 reads, "Talk no more of darkness but rather let every conversation be filled with that which is good, edifying, and proper, so you may glorify God." In the context of love and service, this verse is clear. When we practice love and service, we are glorifying God.

2 Corinthians 10:5 states, "Therefore, we do not lose heart." Paul understood the importance of perseverance and the need to keep on doing good and serving others even when it’s difficult. This verse reminds us to keep on staying the course.

Hebrews 13:21 says, "Let love be without hypocrisy; hate what is evil, cling to what is good." This verse urges us to be genuine in our love and to avoid evil, focusing instead on what is good.

In conclusion, let’s remember to keep on growing in love, serving others, and glorifying God in all we do.
My Answer  

By Dr. Billy Graham

Gossiping is dangerous and wrong in God’s eyes.

Q. A person I work with claims to be a Christian and talks about her church a lot, but she’s also one of the worst gossips I’ve ever met. How can anyone claim to be a Christian and yet be such a nasty gossip? I even doubt if what she says is true. — Mrs. T.W.

A. Only God knows this person’s heart and whether or not her faith in Jesus Christ is real; God alone is her judge. The Bible, however, warns us against “false” that isn’t really faith in all, but rather a shallow pretense or an outward show. The Bible says, “Such a person is double-minded and unstable in all they do” (James 1:8).

But the Bible also clearly tells us that gossiping is wrong, and shouldn’t be part of any sincere believer’s life. One reason is because it is wrong. You don’t gossip about someone to build them up; you do it to belittle them or cast doubt on their character. How many lives have been destroyed by gossip? The Bible wisely says, “Without wood a fire goes out, without gossip a quarrel dies down” (Proverbs 26:20).

But gossip is also wrong in God’s eyes because (as you suspect) it’s often based on lies. Even if it’s based on facts, the temptation to slander the truth is almost overwhelming. The Bible says, “Do not let any unwholesome talk come out of your mouth, but only what is helpful for building others up” (Ephesians 4:29).

Don’t let this person’s bad example keep you from Christ. Instead, open your heart and lift to Him, and let Him remade you into the person God created you to be. Then pray for this person, and urge her to face her own need for Christ’s forgiveness and love.

Like almost any invention, the internet can be used for good or evil.

Q. Is the internet a good thing or a bad thing? I accidently opened a pornography site the other day on my computer, and maybe I’m naive, but I was shocked at just how terrible the internet can be. It’s even made me worry if the devil is behind it — Mrs. J.McK.

A. The internet is like almost any other invention: it isn’t evil in itself, but it can be used for either good or evil.

In our own ministry, for example, we are using the internet to reach people across the world with the Gospel — and countless men and women (especially young people) are coming to Christ as a result. Some live in parts of the world that have no other Christian witness, and may even forbid the preaching of the Gospel. I can’t help but think of Jesus’ statement concerning His return: “And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in the whole world... and then the end will come” (Matthew 24:14).

At the same time, whenever God begins to act, you can be certain that Satan will do all he can to counterattack. You’re right, the widespread use of the internet to promote pornography is appalling — and is a sign of Satan’s attempts to turn people away from God. Satan’s methods may change — but Satan’s goal never changes. His sole purpose is to oppose God in every way he possibly can. Jesus said, “When he lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a liar and the father of lies” (John 8:44).

Thank God for every tool! He gives us to declare the life-changing message of Jesus Christ to a world that desperately needs Him. And pray that Satan’s efforts will be seen for what they are, leading only to corruption and emptiness and death.

Blessed are they that heard the word of God, and kept it.  
Luke 11:28

Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.  
Matthew 5:3

Teaching me how to have fun.

Dad and Mom

When the man leads, the son will usually follow if the man leads with love. Along with following, the son will learn to honor his father and mother. The father must always strive to be the true Lord, his wife and his children. One thing that a man should seek in his church is a member who loves his wife and bowers, with respect. The wrath of God and Dad would come down on us if I did not show respect for my mother and my sisters. I also taught that to my children. We, as men, must take the responsibility on our shoulders to teach our children the right thing to do each day of their lives.

Another thing the man should teach is how much fun it is to spend time together, doing fun things, not just work. We worked so hard gardening on the dairy that DDS probably worked the child labor laws today, if it did. Our days started at 4:30 each morning and usually went until about 8:30 in the evening. We stayed busy, especially in the fall, when we were shelling corn and we ran the dairy along with growing burley tobacco. There was a lot of time left, but somehow Dad always found time to take us hunting and fishing, we would go on family picnics and do fun stuff. He and Mother were masters at making him and me laugh out of the day things that went on. We would go to fields to pick up rocks after the ground was plowed and lie and Mother would talk with us about looking for arrowheads; the person that found the most or the best would get some little prizes and that kept us interested. Mother was not just a yes person and they both took great pride in the work that was done. I will never forget when we were headed down the right path. It takes a man and a woman, working together, to make a family that grows and teaches the children in the admonition of the Lord. The structure that God created is the only one that will ever truly work.

In families, today, respect for the parents too many times is entirely missing, in this holy season, far too many elderly mothers and fathers are forgotten, and

continued on page 11
Shining a Beautiful Christmas Light on Our Elders
By Barbara Harrell

"Thank you so much for what you do for me", "If it weren't for you I would not be able to be here", Night after night Grandmother tells me this. Sometimes she even has tears in her eyes. Then she reminisces about the all the times she has visited or been in nursing homes or retirement homes over her 92 years, and how lost some of these people were.

When we decided to shine a light on our elders in Western North Carolina for this December issue, we wanted to motivate anyone who has family or a long ago friend in a nursing home or long term care facility to remember them at this time of year. Sometimes this is the saddest time of year for many people. People who have no one or has lost loved ones can become unhinged at Christmas time.

In working with Grandmother, I have realized these elders have physical needs but even more they have emotional needs. The most prized gift you can give them is to listen as they talk about how it used to be. Time spent listening, talking and hugging is the ultimate. Even when their mind is not completely there anymore the need is still there. It so reminds me of a story about an old man in the hospital. He was dying and he wanted to see his son one more time. The hospital personnel tell the story of a young marine coming to see him one night and he realized he was dying. He sat with him all night long and in the early morning he died. The nurses were talking to the young man and thanking him for caring enough for his dad to stay by his bedside all night. The young man looked at them with tears in his eyes and told them this man was not his father, but he was someone’s father. What if we all had that kind of compassion and made time for these wonderful people in their waning years.

Listen to this wisdom from the Bible.

Proverbs 23:22
"Listen to your father who begot you, And do not despise your mother when she is old."

Psalm 71:9
"Do not cast me off in the time of old age. Do not forsake me when my strength fails."

Deuteronomy 32:7
"Remember the days of old, Consider the years of all generations. Ask your father, and he will inform you, Your elders, and they will tell you."

Isaiah 46:4
"And I will still be carrying you when you are old. Your hair will turn gray, and I will still carry you. I made you, and I will carry you to safety."
Joining Forces
Amber Dillingler
Mitchell and Taney counties

Healthcare Providers Plan to Partner to Expand Health Access in Yancey County (Bakersville, NC) Bakersville Community Health Center and Celo Health Center are working together to improve access to health care in Yancey County. The plan, recently approved by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), permits Celo Health Center to provide their services under the umbrella of the Bakersville Community Health Center. Celo Health Center will retain its same location. Current Celo Health Center patients should experience very little in the way of changes to the care they receive. The intent of the merger is to improve access to affordable, comprehensive health services for residents of Yancey and surrounding counties, whether patients have insurance or not.

The merger will increase both organizations’ capacity to expand access to services including family medicine, behavioral health, pregnancy care and community education. Access to a discount pharmacy for uninsured patients is anticipated to be added later in 2017. Celo Health Center will continue to accept most insurance plans, including Medicaid and Medicare, and those without insurance will pay on a sliding scale based on family size and household income. The same Celo Health Center providers and office staff will continue after the merger to ensure continuity of care for patients.

Celo Health Center will be able to continue its mission of promoting and enhancing the health of the people of Yancey and surrounding counties, but will be adding much-needed wrap-around and support services, such as case management and behavioral health services to enhance the patient-centered experience at Celotown Health Center. As community-based and patient-directed organizations, Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHC) like Bakersville Community Health Center are well positioned to be responsive to the specific and ever-changing health care needs of their communities. Today, approximately 1,000 health centers operate almost 9,800 service delivery sites that provide care to over 23 million patients across all 50 states. Celotown Health Center is proud to partner with Bakersville Community Health Center because the partnership will result in a healthier Yancey County. The organizations anticipate the Celotown Health Center will provide over 12,000 visits to 3,200 patients in the next year.

Bakersville Community Health Center is a nonprofit community health center that has been providing high-quality and affordable medical and behavioral health care as well as promoting health awareness and education since 1974. Services are conveniently provided in 2 locations in Mitchell County. For more information, call (828) 691-2104 or visit thebcchc.org.

Likewise, Celo Health Center is a nonprofit community health center that has been providing high-quality and affordable medical and behavioral health care since 1946. Services are provided at their Yancey County location. For more information call (828) 675-4116 or visit celohfhealthcare.com. CONTACT: BCHC - Tammy Holtman, 828-688-2104 CCHC - Tim Evans, 828-979-4116

Life Lessons
continued from page 9

this again is because of the breakdown of respect being taught in the homes. Our school teachers cannot right this; I am sorry to say this but, in many cases, our education system is teaching the very opposite of traditional family values. Our pastors cannot correct this from the pulpit alone, we, the people, must be living our lives as an example to our children, remaining true to our spouses until death do us part and showing our children how to live, not just telling them. As the old saying goes, our actions speak louder than words.

Some of my favorite times have been spent with Mother and Dad and my wife on hunting trips together in Wisconsin. The bonds that we have built have stood the test of time and will always be treasured in my mind. Memories that created lasting respect and honor. There were years that Barbra and I could not afford to make the trip, and Mother and Dad would help with the expenses. Loyalty was developed that went beyond words and, hopefully, Barbra and I have passed on and are passing that loyalty along. For the past several years I have been taking sons and grandsons on the same trips we used to take with my parents. Barbra has been gracious enough to stay home and look after my mother who lives with us new and requires 24-7 care. The bond that she and mother have is truly amazing and was formed over all the years of doing things together.

In 1990 Barbra and I decided to sell our business in Burlington, NC and move back home. When we made this decision to come back home to the farm I told Barbara that I was not going to fuss with Dad but was going back to help him and enjoy his and mother’s company. For the next 20 years we worked together on the farm, hauled together and worshiped together. I think we had one argument in that 20 years and it did not last but a short time. I always told Dad to do whatever he wanted to do on the farm and if he fell over out on the farm I would pick him up and bring him home. That happened one day right before his 95th birthday and I carried him home, two days later he had gone on to be with the Lord. I promised him shortly before that that I would take care of Mother as long as she lived and we are blessed to be doing this. I know circumstances are different in many cases but we as children, parents, grandparents and great-grandparents should always strive to honor our fathers and mothers in all that we do or say. Again, this is the only commandment with a promise. Please remember and pay special attention to the elder members of your family this holiday season, they are so special. Merry Christmas to all.

Doug Harrell is a life-long resident of Mitchell County. Owner of Harrell Hill Farms, Inc. a member of Bear Creek Baptist Church and Publisher of the Blue Ridge Christian News.

Now the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, that ye may abound in hope, through the power of the Holy Ghost. Romans 15:13

www.brcnews.com
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service, not a limitation. To understand it all, or even attempt to grasp the reality from whence we have come to now is an attempt to grasp the width of clouds in the distant sunsets, futile. The only thing that belies a steady keel of comfort is the Word and the truth therein.

As fall gently slips into winter, I sip from my mug the bitter, dark brew each morning by the light of the fire and embrace every sentence with reverent awe.

Coming full circle in life at times with the voices of those gone on before is the sweetness for my drink.

These are my days as we walk down this new path. Each step another page in the journey.

My paradigm shift has brought me back to so many beginnings that only the recognition of God’s hand at work can fathom the innerworkings of this story.

Someday when we are gathered around His throne, we’ll be able to understand the how and why. For now, we should not hurry but carry on, this mission for us is yet to be fulfilled.

These and many more blessings are just a few of the things for which we can be thankful this November.

And as always, Thanks be to God!

Timothy W. Tron is the Executive Director of the Waldensian Trail of Faith. He lives in Valdese with his family. He is the author of "Brackets to Heaven," and an active blogger, artist and musician. Timothy also has a BSEE from UZ, is an Eagle Scout and is Vice President of the Valdese Merchants’ Association. He has been ordained to perform weddings at the Trail and attends several area churches seeking to serve the Lord every day.
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Evergreen Church

What Christmas is All About
By Rev. John McCurry
Room Mountain, Tennessee

To Christians, Christmas will always be for us as a time to reflect on Christ. The most wonderful gift God gave to all the world was the gift of His life. We know Christmas is not about tinsel, nor fancy Christmas wreaths, nor is it about all the decorations that adorn our Christmas trees. It’s not about holly or mistletoe hanging from our doors, nor is it about the gifts that are left by the jolly Santa Claus. Christmas is more than all of this. It is the only reason why we celebrate Christ’s birth together and the wonder of His life; so, remember as you celebrate, just what it’s all about and invite the Lord to join with us, instead of leaving Him out, for He will always be the reason we celebrate this day. No substitute the world may offer can take that meaning away.

As Christmas is approaching may we be reminded: the Christmas presents remind you of God’s greatest gift. His only begotten Son, the Christmas candles remind you of Him who is the Light of the world. May the Christmas tree remind you of another tree on which He died for you. May the Christmas cheer remind you of Him who said, “Be of good cheer.” May the Christmas feast remind you of Him who is the Bread of Life. May the Christmas snow remind you of the cleansing power of Christ. May the Christmas bell remind you of the glorious proclamation of his birth. May the Christmas carol remind you of His glad tidings which we proclaim to all mankind. May the Christmas season remind you in every way of Jesus Christ your King. I would like to say to all. Merry Christmas!

John McCurry is pastor of Evergreen church in Room Mountain, Tennessee and also chaplain at Room Highlands Nursing Center

A Meditation
I have been reading a book by Dr. Henry Cloud “Never Go Back: Ten Things You Will Never Do Again”. One of the first chapters talks about never going back to something that has not worked. This is often the case of people’s lives that is the most problematic. Often Christian individuals have found themselves within patterns of life and behavior where they become stuck. People cannot seem to find their way out of destructive patterns and habits. Moses and the children of Israel wandered in the desert for 40 years due to a lack of understanding. Solomon said in Proverbs 4:7 “In all your getting get knowledge, wisdom, and understanding.” Often I counsel with people who have continually made the same mistakes every single year, and wonder why their life is in a mess. The true path to abundant life takes work. Most Christians desire to have a better life. They do not have an understanding that God will not work in their life unless they are willing to cooperate with Him. God is willing to cooperate with us when we are willing to cooperate with Him. We need to understand what is dysfunctional and wrong in our thinking that continues to cause us to make wrong decisions which lead to poor choices in life. As we continue to make wrong choices we develop strongholds that will eventually destroy our life. We need to have the “spirit of this world” removed from our eyes so that we may be able to see what God would desire for us to do. Allowing ourselves to become who God desires us to be is the way to have a better life. Becoming a fully mature person in Jesus Christ is the only way that we are able to have the fulfilling, joy-filled life that God wants us to have.

TimEller graduated from Carolina Graduate School of Divinity and has been involved in prison and jail ministry for the past fifteen years. Currently he is operating in the capacity of a district of Jesus Christ.
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I Have Been Reading A Book
By Timothy Eller
McDowell County
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Got Insurance?

Health Insurance, Medicare and Life Insurance can be challenging to understand in today’s world especially. We are here to help you through understanding all your options which will be beneficial to the ones you love when needed the most. Keeping your family first with the right insurance needs.

Call us (828) 762-3499 - Lee & Amy Ellis, Wayne Ellis, India Benmar, Allison Vines, Martha Letterman, Judy Grabb
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Can’t Buy me Love
By Kurt Bonnar
 Avery County

Song of Solomon 3:7: Many waters cannot quench love; rivers cannot sweep it away. (But) if one were to give all the wealth of men’s house for love, it would be utterly scorned.

Remember back in the 60’s when the Beatles (the great philosophers of their day) told us that you just can’t buy love?

We all part that and say we agree as well.

Why is it then that we try to buy love from God? What I mean is, don’t we often think, “The Lord must really love me today because I had my devotions for an hour! I’m really going to be blessed today. After all, I earned it.” Perhaps we expect blessings because we did a good deed for some unfortunate person or maybe we just said “no” to a temptation. Conversely, when we sin, we think God doesn’t love us as much.

The good news/bad news (depending on how you look at it) is that that kind of love is useless because it is based on your works instead of His grace.

Don’t try to buy the Lord’s love.

Here’s the really good news. God loves you just as much when you miss your devotions, you lose your temper, or you fall yet again to a temptation. (I’ll prove that later).

So why, some might ask, do we even try to do the right things if it doesn’t make a difference? I didn’t say it didn’t make a difference, I stated it won’t affect how much God loves you.

All you have to look at to prove this is your relationship with your children. Do you love them anymore when they clean their room, do their homework or mow the grass? We don’t love our children based upon their works, but rather because they are OURS! They can’t earn our love, it’s already there.

So why should they now the grass or help with the dishes? In a healthy relationship, it’s because of appreciation. They love their parents and they want to please them and spend time with them.

The blessing of daily devotions and good works is that WE are changed by it. We get a clearer understanding of the depth of love that our Lord has for us and we just want to be around Him all the more.

Paul said it so clearly: Rom 8:38 For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor demons, neither the present nor the future, neither powers, nor height, nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord.

I can’t earn that kind of love, but I sure like basking in it.

Seth (think about it)

Kurt Bonnar a pastor of Walnut Grove Presbyterian Church.
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The Rest of the Story

By Farmer Doug

This story brings many things to mind today. We were producing 100-400 gallons of pure sorghum syrup when Farmer Clint was writing this story and this past year we only produced 140 gallons. The spring weather just did not agree with plant propagation so we never got a good stand of sorghum. The syrup was harvested and drained from a John Deere corn header to a 100 bushel bin and then we had an easier time with the harvesting. Clint would have enjoyed watching that process, but it would never have done to let him run the machine. As I have mentioned, I personally realize that some of the things that have taken place on the farm, we are still learning as we are making the manual labor that Clint never enjoyed, but was always so willing to try and do.

The Christmas trees are another facet that has changed dramatically with this harvest that we just finished this past week. We started growing Christmas trees on Harrell Hill Farms in 1978. That folks, was a long time ago. When Clint was writing this story, we had 50-60,000 trees on the farm to take care of. He actually cleared 5 trees while I sheared two full rows of trees. In the started two rows together and I went to the end of my row and came back to this in his row, it was more like 50 to 1, but his trees did look good.

When you open that sunflowers just 5,000,000,000 times without a break is a chore! Then comes the dubious pleasure of loading TALL tree stumps onto pickup trucks and hauling it back to the barn. How hard can this be, you may ask... well when you pick up 5,000,000,000 LONG sticks and put ‘em on a truck it is a chore... Arriving back at the barn it is time to unload the trees and feed it into a GIANT munching thing... Doug calls it a cane mill, but that is definitely technical if you ask me. Fact is I call it whatever I feel, and that is the mantra of tree case - pure and simple. As always, I was warned about the hazards of this machinery... I am amazed that the gauliches always a man can die while producing food products for you folks to eat! And, of course, I have visions of being swallowed up by the GIANT cane muncher, being spit out the other side flattened like Pillsbury Christmas cookie dough!

When you squish the cane, aka munching it, purr looking liquid green oozes out... the cane goes through an extra trim and went into a hose... the sweet stuff hugging up: 3 hours of our day is shearing... I indeed approach down my row. His face is covered with beads... his expression... his face was a mask. He was covered in sweat... not to be dissipated, I inquired, “Now tell me, Doug, have you even seen more beautifully sheared Christmas trees than these?” I could tell that my friend was indeed smirking... well, be he - they are beautiful. Clint, honestly, they are. But you don’t want to fall in love with the tree... we just don’t have time to make it a part of our family... I want you to shear it!”

“Doug,” I began, “this is a family’s dream, their tradition, their hope for the future; this may be our last Christmas together and I want their tree to be perfect!” Crooked grin at place, Doug replied. “Alright, we are fed up with your 2 trees you’ve finished, Clint. The problem is I’m shearing 23 trees to your 1 and the truck will be here next week to take more than 1,000 trees up. At the pace...
It's The Most Wonderful Time Of The Year
Rev. Bruce Cannon
Mitchell County

This song was made popular by Andy Williams in 1963 and has been a huge hit and traditional Christmas song since. Yet, for many, Christmas is a lonely, depressing time. According to the National Institute of Health, "Christmas is the time of year that people experience a high incidence of depression. Hospitals and police forces report high incidences of suicide and attempted suicide. Psychiatrists, psychologists and other mental health professionals report a significant increase in patients complaining about depression. One North American survey reported that 45% of respondents dreaded the festive season."

What a tragedy! When we should be the most joy-filled, many are sad. How can we get through the holidays joyfully? May I offer a few suggestions:

- Don't buy into the "perfect Christmas" media portrays families as having. The truth is there is no perfect Christmas. Problems come and disappointments happen in every family. The perfect holiday gift sometimes can't be found. And, decorations just don't turn out like we had wanted. That is just life. Life happens.

- Be grateful for what you have and don't focus on what you don't have. We all want family to be together at Christmas but sometimes it just can't happen. Obligations and distance often keep families apart. Try to set a phone call until a visit can take place. One of the very hardest things to deal with at Christmas is having to experience the loneliness that so the loss of someone dear. In this instance, try to imagine what kind of Christmas will they have this year if they are in the presence of the Lord!

- Try to spend some time making others happy. Giving of one's time, cooking a dish for a shut-in or doing something for someone can do it for themselves is a sure fire way to get into the Spirit of Christmas.

- Finally, focus your thoughts on the real meaning of Christmas. Imagine, God loved us so much that He wrapped His Son, the GREATEST Christmas present, in swaddling clothes so He could be the Savior of the world.

There are so many opportunities to really enjoy Christmas. A Children's Christmas play, a band concert, a cantata, caroling to shut-ins and the list goes on. All of these events will be taking place at Bear Creek Baptist Church, and all of our sister Churches, over the next 6 weeks and I can hardly wait.

May you have the greatest Christmas ever! May you be well and your family able to spend time together over the holidays. May you experience the Lord in such a powerful, gentle way as He communicates His love to you this Christmas.

From my family to yours, "Merry Christmas!"

Rev. Bruce Cannon currently serves as the Senior Pastor of Bear Creek Baptist Church in Balkerville. Formerly he served as Director of Missions for the Bladen Baptist Association and has served on the General Board of the Baptist State Convention of North Carolina.
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Necessities For Successful Christian Living
by Dr. Tom Walker
McDowell County

1 Peter 5:9 says: "Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of God, that he may exalt you in due time. Casting all your care upon him, for he cares for you. Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour. Whom resist steadfast in faith, knowing that the same affections are accomplished in your brethren that are in the world." Any believer should desire to live a successful Christian life. None of us are perfect in our daily living, but we can live successfully as we are dependent upon the Lord. To be a success for the Christian is to achieve things for the glory of God and his kingdom.

Joshua 1:8 says, "This book of the law shall not depart out of thy mouth; but thou shalt meditate therein day and night, that thou mayest observe to do according to all that is written therein: for then thou shalt make thy way prosperous, and then thou shalt have success." From that statement, it is clear that success can be the portion of the people of God. It is not an unattainable master. Success should be desired for God's sake!

There are several necessities if one is to enjoy true spiritual success.

**We Need Humility (v.6)**

Verse 6 says, "Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of God that He might exalt you in due time." It is less painful for us to humble ourselves than it is for God to humble us. "Humble" is translated in other places as "abase" and "bring low." Because of our old Adamic nature, our tendency is to lift ourselves up instead of lifting ourselves low. Someone said, "The way up with God is the way down in our own attitude."

Why should God exalt us if we are doing our best to exalt ourselves? When we exalt self, we are saying that we are sufficient within ourselves, and really don't need God. The number one thing that hinders submission is pride. If you will remember, pride is what turned a beautiful, prominent angel into a devil. Of all the things that God hates, which is listed in Proverbs 16:17, pride is at the top of the list.

With pride comes shame (Proverbs 11:2). Puffed up people are hard to work with simply because they will not listen. They are stubborn and their pride won't let them submit to leadership. Humility is the attitude that puts others before one's self. (2nd Phil. 3:4)

**We Need Dependence (v.7)**

Verse 7 declares, "Casting all your care upon Him, for He cares for you." "Casting" is in the present tense in the Greek New Testament. It should be a way of life to turn our anxieties over to the Lord, it should be a practice of our lives. This verse is tied with verse 6 and the matter of pride. Instead of worrying about prominence and prevailing over others, we ought to stop worrying about trivial, self-centered things, and turn them over to God. God cares constantly and continually about us. We worry too much about the material things and problems of this life. Self-centered living is detrimental to our spiritual and physical life.

Psalm 55:22 tells us, "Cast thy lot upon the Lord and he will sustain thee: he shall never suffer the righteous to be moved." "Believers! Cast on Him! He will never suffer or allow the righteous to be moved. Since the Lord has all power, why should we not turn over to Him those things that are beyond our control? Dependence upon God is not a sign of weakness but rather one of strength. A person is never stronger than when he or she depends upon the strength of the Lord.

**We Need Sobriety (v.8a)**

"Sober" has the idea of being discreet and cautious and has the thought of being a discerning, discreet person. Christians must develop discretion without discernment a person becomes prey to the them, the world, and the devil. Too many believers are easily deceived and misled.

Nash Webster defines discernment as: "The art of discerning; also, the power or faculty of the mind, by which it distinguishes one thing from another, as truth from falsehood, virtue from vice; acuteness of judgment; power of perceiving differences of things or ideas, and their recesses and probabilities."

The sobriety Peter is talking about is the ability to see things in their true light. While none of us are perfect, we need the ability to see things as they really are, not just like someone presents something, but as things actually are. It is God who gives wisdom to his people that we might discern and see what we otherwise could not see.

**We Need Vigilance (v.8b)**

We are told "be vigilant." That is commanded because we have an adversary, an opponent, called the Devil. Satan is likened to a "roaring lion" here in verse 6, but he is also likened to a serpent (Rev.12:9) and to one who can be transformed into an angel of light (2 Corinthians 11:14).

The word "vigilant" was used by the Greeks to describe crossing a river, carefully stepping from one slippery stone to another. If they did not pay close attention to what they were doing, they would fall into the river. Satan is out to devour souls and lives. That is why we are not wise to live carelessly or sloppily. We are to be on the lookout for Satans attack, then, we can resist him in the power of our Almighty God.

**We Need Steadfastness (v.9)**

We should be steadfast. The word "steadfast" means "to stand or be unmovable." We have two main weapons of warfare that allow us to stand firm in the faith. First, there is God's Word. It is called the "sword of the Spirit" (Eph.6:17) for it is the weapon the Spirit of God uses to drive back the advances of Satan. The second main weapon is prayer. Many battles are won on our knees. Eph. 6:18 says, "Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance and supplication for all saints." Prayer calls in all the resources of God that enable us to live successfully, even when we are hounded by our adversaries, and faced with fear and confusion. Let's not fail the Lord in attitude or action for we are on earth in the place of Christ, inviting people to be reconciled to God.

Tom Walker is President of Foothills Baptist Bible College and Pastor of Zion Hill Baptist Church in Marion, NC.

And she brought forth her firstborn son, and wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger; because there was no room for them in the inn. Luke 2:7

**Holiday Event Calendar**

**Trail of Lights at the Trail of Faith**
Nov. 24-Dec. 24 from 6-9pm
Lighting Ceremony will be held Nov. 24 at 6pm

**Merchant's Association Tractor Rides**
Nov. 25, Dec. 2, 9, 16 from 6-9pm
Start at the Trail of Faith or Village Park Mural Enjoy hot chocolate stations and the Christmas lights of downtown Valdese

**Valdese Annual Christmas Parade**
Dec. 3 at 10am: Grand Marshall Pat Draughn PWR Museum Open House at Old Rock School

**OCP Production: Babes in Toyland**
December 8, 9, 10 & 11 at the Old Rock School Thursday through Saturday 7:30pm & Sunday Matinee at 3pm $10 Adults/Students $5 Pre-School

**Celebrate Christmas in Valdese**
Dec. 9 from 6-8pm on the steps of the Old Rock School. Enjoy Shop Hop, Christmas Caroling by the Valdese Elementary School & Christmas Tree Lighting with SANTAL!

**Blue Christmas Alzheimer's Benefit Concert**
Dec. 17 at 7:30pm
Robert Kearns Presents the Tom Kearns Memorial Artinus Pyle Band, Harris Brothers, Bear Wallow, Bobby Denton, Jonathan Birchfield, Shirley Rae Moore Band, Singgro Command, Tony Bailey, Greg Simmons, The Mull Sisters
Tickets $18 in advance & $20 at the door
Visit townfestivalde.com or call 828.879.2129

Historic Valdese
townofvaldese.com 888-VALDese
For freedom’s sake, bring back civility

By Rev. Mark H. Creech

“Thousands across the USA Protest Trump Victory” said the headline of USA Today on Thursday. The news source said the protestors had taken to the streets in at least 10 cities.

In cities like Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Boston, Washington, D.C., Portland, and Seattle, protestors marched together and chanted “Not My President” and added their shouts with the expletives. In Los Angeles, they torched a giant Trump effigy. In other places, protestors burned the American flag, started fires in the city, damaged private property, harassed and assaulted commuters, and delayed trains.

Only a couple of weeks before the election, in my home state of North Carolina, the GOP headquarters in Orange County was firebombed. The day after the election, signs at the Republican headquarters in Raleigh were vandalized.

It appears that we are at a juncture in American history where we’ve lost sight of civility in politics. We seemed to be shocked by the anger, the violence, and the lack of restraint that we’re witnessing. However, much of it, in my estimation, is the harvest we’ve been sowing for quite a while. It’s interesting to note, according to media reports, these protests are largely made up of college students.

Stephen L. Carter, a professor of law at Yale University, has rightly argued: “Teaching civility is an obligation of the faculty.”

I can remember growing up and being taught good manners by my parents. You always said, “Yes sir and No sir or No Ma’am and Yes Ma’am” to authority figures. Showing respect to your elders and such was in indispensable lesson of life. If an adult came into the room, you were required to stand and offer your seat. The house wasn’t a democracy, at best it was a benevolent dictatorship, where parents ruled and children obeyed — otherwise you would experience a discipline you wouldn’t likely forget.

Perhaps the reason some of these young people today, who ought to be in the classroom, are turning up in the streets because they’ve never had their sides roused up at home. America is being fed, coddled, babied, and overindulged by their parents. They’re grown up with a sense of entitlement and not enough emphasis on responsibility.

They’ve not been raised this way, but treated the same when they go off to school. The USA Today story said after the election, when Hillary Clinton, failed to win, “[a]cross the country, universities, and even a few high schools organized post-election civil disobedience. Some teachers sent notes to students postponing tests and offering support. Student unions offered sessions of meditation, discussion and tea.”

Oh for heaven’s sake, give me a break! It’s time these youngsters grew up. Life is full of disappointments. When we rear them with kid gloves every time something doesn’t go our way, we’re setting them up for failure. We’re making emotional wimps out of them. We’re fostering psychological fragility.

This is not the way to build a strong civic culture where democratic principles flourish. Without respect for authority, without developing a tough conscience, and taking responsibility for mistakes, and facing setbacks, without a healthy appreciation for one’s responsibilities over one’s perceived rights, civility ends up trampled under the feet of insolence and contempt.

Furthermore, I believe our national politics and its rhetoric over the years have also contributed to this current crisis. The late Edward Brooke, a Republican, who became the first African American popularly elected to the United States Senate, once said, "The polarization of Congress, the decline of civility, and the rise of attack politics in the 1980s, the 1990s, and the early years of the new century are a blot on our political system and a disservice to the American people.”

Brooks was right. And this unwashed form of politics grows to a crescendo in the presidential campaign between Secretary Clinton and Donald Trump. It was a terrible example to the generations that will someday take the reins of our great Republic.

I have to admit; sometimes I doubt understand why politicians feel as though they have to respond to every criticism of their person or political position. Civility, I suggest, would often require them not to respond.

The former and deceased Archbishop of St. Louis, John L. May, used to tell the story about a heated debate that occurred in the U.S. Senate, when one of the senators told another "to go to hell." The senator was verbally castigated appealing to the presiding vice president, Carl Coolidge, concerning the propriety of the remark. Coolidge, who had been idly leafing through a book, looked up and said, "I’ve been looking through the rule book. You don’t have to go to it!"

What an ingenious way to encourage civility. Often, the best response is no response. Please don’t misunderstand me. I’m not suggesting civility always requires the dousing of strong words or negative comment. Jesus was the most civil individual who ever lived. Yet for the misguided religious leaders of his day, Jesus provided severe and passionate critical analysis. He called them “white washed graves,” and a “brood of vipers.” But without exception, at the heart of his words was a loving message of redemption, not a carnal spirit of punishment.

Jim Wallis, founder of Sojourners, and the late Chuck Colson, founder of Prison Fellowship and Breakpoint, were essentially polar opposites on many matters but both theological and political. In the aftermath of the horrific shooting of Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords and the senseless killing and wounding of 19 of her constituents in 2011, Wallis and Colson, wrote an article together and published it in Christianity Today. In the piece, they admonished that democracy depended on the virtue of civility.

“The scripture admonition to pray for those in authority is more than a religious duty, it promotes good civic behavior. It is more difficult to hate someone when you are praying for them. Jesus’ commandment to love your enemies, including those with whom we politically disagree, is even more challenging and defies the ideologies of both Left and Right,” Wallis and Colson wrote.

“Those commitments are so demanding so they are necessary, in their secular forms, to the working of democracy,” they added. “Therefore we call on all citizens to model better behavior in the public square — in word and deed.”

Yes, we have to bring back the blessed quality of civility. This type of respect has to be taught in the home, and demonstrated by our educators and public servants. Without it, we will lose liberty and become a society of unsanctioned, unyielding, forms of control. Let’s not sell freedom’s birthright of dialogue and debate for incivility’s mess of pottage.

Reverend Dr. Mark Creech is Executive Director of the NC Christian Action League. You may contact him at mhc@christianactionleague.org or 919-787-9569
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Preparing for Christmas

Pastor Steve Williams
Mitchell County

Howdy Friends,
"Preparing for Christmas," said one fellow, is a Wrap race. At least, wiseracethen another, "I've learn what the Yule means. My wife says, you'll buy this, and you'll wrap that, and I do.

But, really, that's not the way to get ready for Christmas.

This is:
1st We Need to Review:
You and I need to take a good look at our hearts and homes. Christmas is Christ's birthday. But we invite everyone to the party, except Christ. Christmas is more than a time for shopping and Santa. It's a time for the Savior. Let's not crow our Christ.

2nd We Need to Repent:
Repenance is a change of mind. In repentance one says, I'm wrong, I'm sorry. I've been putting him and girls ahead of God and His unspeakable gift. But from today on, it's Jesus first, others second, and me last.

3rd We Need to Renew:
A man said to Mark Twain, "I wish I had never read Huckleberry Finn." Why?" demanded the author. "So I could have the pleasure again of reading it for the first time." he explained. Has the Christastra story lost its excitement because you've read it so often? Then Get alone with the Lord and His Word and read anew Luke 2:1-20, asking the Lord to make your heart burn within you as you read it.

4th We Need to Rededicate:
Give the Lord first place in your life. Delight in everything He wants you to do.

Day and night meditate on His word and think about ways to follow Him more closely. Do these things, and this Christmas will be the Merriest Christmas of your life.

As Christians we need to understand we have the greatest gift anyone can ever receive. You say how is that? Simple. There's no prayer too hard for Him to answer, no seed to great He can't supply, no problem too difficult for Him to solve. So when we are facing a day of calamity, we can experience calm, in our days of uncertainty we can experience triumph, in our day of sorrow we can experience a song. God's Salvation and Grace is a gift that never goes away.

As a Family Would Like To Wish All of You a Merry Christmas, and our prayers are that God will bless you with Good Health and Strength as we go into a New Year.

Pastor Steve Williams

Words of Wisdom
- God can't be defeated nor can they who trust Him.
- The loneliest place in the world is the heart where the Lord Jesus is absent.
- The best teachers are those who live by example.
- No one can make you sad without your consent.
- God's Salvation and Grace is a gift that never goes away.

Question of the month:
Why don't you exchange gifts with God by accepting the gift of His Son and giving Him the gift of your body?

Joke of the Month
An atheist complained to a Christian friend, "You Christians have your special holidays, such as Christmas and Easter. Jews celebrate their national holidays, such as Passover and Yom Kippur. But we atheists have no recognized national holidays. It's unfair discrimination."

His friend replied, "Why don't you celebrate April 1st?" (April Fool's Day.)

Steve Williams is the Pastor of Berry Chapel Baptist Church in Spruce Pine.
Don’t Blink... 
By Chris R Cathbone
Mitchell County

Many times I hear people say that the older they get, the faster time seems to pass. That certainly seems to be true. Here we are in December and many of us are wondering where all these months have gone. When we were kids, summers seemed to last forever and unfortunately for those of us who didn’t much care for school, so did those long days at school! As kids we seem to think that we will be forever young and then the next thing you know, boom!!! We’re forty, fifty, or sixty something! I sure would like for some things to stay the same but, unfortunately, time has a way of changing us and the circumstances of our lives.

In our family, as with most families, we had many traditions especially when it came to Thanksgiving and Christmas. The gatherings we had were really family reunions. It seemed that for the most part the only time we could get everybody together was around the holidays when everybody had a few days off from work. All of us cousins would pick up right where we left off the last time we were together. It was very well a given that every Thanksgiving and Christmas we would all be together. There were times that some couldn’t make it for whatever reason, but for the most part we were all there.

On my Dad’s side, we would gather at Paw and Maw’s house. I have to say it was what I call organized chaos. Children running everywhere playing and laughing, Paw facing because we kept getting between him and his TV, and Maw and all the women of the family working to get all the food prepared and ready. It would sound like a herd of cattle running through the house when they would call everybody to eat.

Mammy’s side wasn’t much different, just different faces. Christmas is what I remember most at Mammy’s house. Her house was very small and it was pretty interesting trying to find a place to sit down and eat. Mammy was one of those grandmothers who always over did it when it came to cooking. She was so afraid there wouldn’t be enough to eat, so she would cook till 2-3 in the morning just to make sure there was plenty for the whole family to enjoy.

I don’t remember everyone really exchanging gifts. There were so many of us on both sides that there was no way to afford to buy a gift for each and every one. For the most part just being together was gift enough. We were all so excited to see each other and play together we didn’t really think too much about presents. The gifts that were given were mostly to my grandparents. Sometimes we received gifts from them if they could afford it.

Sadly after Paw, Maw, and Mammy passed away, those family gatherings faded away to memory. Time has passed and new traditions have taken place of the old ones. My boys always look forward to Christmas Eve breakfast at my Dad and Maw’s house. We have named it the Rathbone tradition. Some years everyone is able to make it in and some years they can’t.

Looking back now that I’m older, I realize that I didn’t really appreciate the times and people that were in my life. God really blessed us with large families on both sides. Sometimes our youth gets in the way of recognizing how blessed we were back then. Some of my extended family I haven’t seen in years. Some of my extended family I haven’t even met because they were born after these family traditions faded away!

The Lord has blessed with new traditions and, as time goes by, even those will be replaced as time changes things. The point to all this rambling is this: Look around in your life and thank God for the people you have now. Make the most of the opportunities He gives us to share life with those we love. You know as well as I do that maybe some year there will be faces missing from our gatherings. Love God most importantly and love the ones He has given us. Don’t blink... because before you know it... things will not be the same.

Merry Christmas, Preacher Chris

Preacher Chris Rathbone serves as Pastor at Mine Creek Baptist Church.

Peace on Earth
PRUITT HEALTH WOULD LIKE TO WISH YOU MERRY CHRISTMAS!

There’s no place like home.

PruittHealth Home Health delivers premium care in the comfort of your own home. Our clinicians provide nursing services, physical and speech therapies, IV care, social services, and more.

We provide the same exceptional service, with the same caring staff, with a new name. The PruittHealth family is growing, and we remain committed to caring for you and your health.

Avery County: (828) 733-1550
Mitchell County: (828) 688-3421
Yancey County: (828) 682-7825

pruitthealth.com
A Prayer for America
By Jerry Lewis
McDowell County

This prayer is still exactly what we need today!
Prayer prayed for the National Day of Prayer by Pastor Greg Launis, honorary chairman for the NDP in Washington, DC. May 2nd, 2013:
Father, we come to You to pray for our nation, the United States of America.

How You have blessed us through the years, Lord! We rightly sing, “America, America, God shed His grace on thee.” Yet we see trouble in our culture today. We see the breakdown of the family, crumbling addictions, and rampant acts of horrific violence.

Lord, we need Your help in America. In recent days, we have done our best to remove Your Word and Your counsel from our courthouses, classrooms, and cultures. It seems, as President Lincoln once said, that we have “forgotten God.” But Lord, You have not forgotten us! You can bless and help and revive our country.

Scripture tells us that “Righteousness exalts a nation, but sin is a reproach to any people” (Proverbs 14:34). Lord, in Your mercy, we ask that You would enable our nation again. We have had a number of great awakenings in America. We have experienced times of refreshing, and revivals that changed not only the spiritual but also the moral landscape. As the psalmist said, “Will You not revive us again, so that Your people may rejoice in You?” (Psalm 85:6).

That is our prayer for America today. Lord. Send a mighty spiritual awakening that will turn the hearts of men and women, boys and girls, back to You. We have told us if we will humble ourselves and pray and seek Your face and turn from our wicked ways, that You will forgive our sins and heal our land (2 Chronicles 7:14).

Forgive us today, Lord, and heal this troubled land that we love so much.

We ask all of this in the name of Jesus Christ. Amen.

Jerry Lewis is Senior Pastor at Grace Community Church in Marion.

Happy Holidays

Book Your Christmas Parties Now

Gift Certificates are Great Gifts & Stocking Stuffers

The Inspiring Word

Christmas
Pistor Terry Cheek Th.D.
McDowell County

With Christmas approaching, born again Christians find themselves face to face with the conflict of worldly fantasy and spiritual reality.

As we approach Christmas let’s think about the incarnation. In John’s gospel chapter 1 and verse 14 we read, “And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, (and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth.”

The birth of Jesus was unique to say the least. The birth of any other child is the continuation of a new personality. New life is created, a life that never existed before.

The birth of Jesus was NOT the creation of a new personality, it was the coming of a person who had existed from eternity. This alone illustrates why the angels invoked the Judean hills with their praise.

John describes the incarnation using three words. John tells us Jesus “dwelt among us.” The Greek word συνήχθη (swethi) gives us the meaning of pitching a tent. Said another way, Jesus Tabernacled among us. This word is significant in John’s gospel when describing the incarnation. Some scholars believe Jesus was actually born on the first day of the joyous annual Jewish feast of tabernacles (15th of Tishri or on our calendar September 29 in the year 4 BC). If this is the case, Jesus circumcision which took place on the eighth day would have taken place on “the great day of the feast” mentioned by John in 7:37. Regardless of where you stand on this thought it is an interesting study.

When we hear the word Tabernacle it reminds us of the rich typology of the Old Testament Tabernacle and its cascaded glory. Have you ever given serious thought about the tabernacle? It possessed no outward beauty! The furniture of the outer court was made of brass (copper). The curtains were linen bleached white by the sun. The only color was the entrance gave which gave access to the Banana (bronze) altar of sacrifice. Looking on from the outside there was nothing glorious about the Tabernacle. It appeared to be just another tent placed among the tents of the common people, only the Tabernacle was larger. When the Tabernacle was moved from place to place the solid furniture was carefully covered from the eyes of the curious.

The covering of the golden furniture represented the glory of the Lord being a cascaded glory. Likewise, when Jesus came to pitch His tent (dwelt among us), He did not lay aside His deity. He simply concealed it for a short time.

Further reading of the Apostles John reveals “We beheld his glory,” “the glory as of the only begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth.” These words should direct our minds to the Shekinah glory that filled the Tabernacle. The Lord Jesus’ cascaded glory permanently resided within Him. John realized this glory, he saw God in Christ, “The glory as of the only begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth.” These words are a reference to the revelation of God, as love and truth is a reference to the revelation of God as Light.

As we observe Christmas let’s look upon it as more than a new born baby in the manger. Let’s look upon it as a celebration of the Incarnation of God who Tabernacled among us and resides in the hearts of everyone who calls Him Savior today. If you know beyond a doubt that you are born again by grace and through Faith in Jesus alone you have much more than gifts, dances, parties, or personal desires to cling to, you have the King of Kings and the Lord of Lords as your Savior. Do you worship Him, serve Him, adore Him and most of all Love Him as He deserves? If we love Him in the way we should the typical issues with family, friends, work or the many other stresses we seem to hear so much about during the season will be insignificant. I want to encourage you, Keep Jesus First and everything else will find its proper place!

Merry Christmas and until next time, May God keep you Firmly in His Grip!

Terry Cheek is Pastor of Calvary Baptist Church in Marion.

HELP WANTED
Contract RN Position Available.
Wonderful opportunity for RN looking for second income. Paid by visit, flexible hours, minimal paper work.
Call 828-763-4343 or come by the office for more information.

Carolina Home Care Specialist, Inc.
Excellent in Personalized Care

South Hwy 226
Spruce Pine, NC
828.765.9151
western-sizzlin.com
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Gift Opening Time
By Lana Ellis

For several years, I played a game with our grandchildren on Christmas Eve. I wrapped several gifts with no names attached and placed them in a pile on the floor. They took turns choosing a gift and opening it. Even if the gifts they chose were obviously not for them, they kept them until all were opened. The object is to see who can randomly choose the most gifts that were purchased originally for them. What makes our gift opening so much fun is the fact that there are three females ranging from five to sixteen years old and one male who is a tall lanky twenty-year-old college student! In most cases, the gifts they choose are obviously not for them because of male and female preferences and in so way does “one size fit all.” At the end of the game I distributed the gifts to the child I had in mind when I made the purchases.

As hard as we try to choose a perfect gift for others, we will never equal God who is the Ultimate Gift Giver. He has offered the most precious, one of a kind gift to us. It’s the gift of salvation and the forgiveness of sins and it cost the life of His Son, Jesus. If we had no other gift that would be over and above all we need, but God has other gifts for those of us who have trusted Jesus as Savior. They are perfectly timed “Spiritual Gifts” made especially for each believer. Often with good intentions, some attempts are made to fill voids in areas of service without having the proper gifts and that results in frustration and confusion. Like the pile of my grandchildren’s gifts “one size does not fit all” when it comes to spiritual gifts.

There’s a big difference in our gift giving and God’s. We give gifts to others for their use. God gives gifts to us but they are not for us! They are meant to be used for the benefit of others. As each one has received a special gift, employ it in serving one another (1 Peter 4:10 NASV). Also, spiritual gifts were never meant to put the spotlight on us but rather on Christ. In 1 Corinthians 12:7 we’re told that spiritual gifts are the manifestation of the Spirit. The word “manifestation” means to make visible. In other words when spiritual gifts are used properly they are making Jesus Christ visible to others through us. Think about that! Ours can actually see Jesus through us!

Do you know your gift? Are you willing to let God use it in His service? Are you making Christ “visible” to those around you? Hopefully all of us can answer “yes.” If you answered “no” you have a perfectly fitted gift in God’s “pile of gifts.” Ask Him to reveal to you the one that has your name on it. Then “open” that special present and begin using it as the Ultimate Gift Giver intended. In so doing others will see Jesus in you and your local “Body of Christ” will be brighter. (The gifts are listed in Romans 12, 1 Corinthians 12 and Ephesians 4. Please take time to make these an object of study.)

Lana Ellis resides in Kingsport TN, next door to grandchildren. Church is West Colonial Hills Baptist Church.
Pleasant Ridge Baptist Church

"You Are With Me"
By Shawna Thomas
Burke County

"Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for You are with me. Your rod and Your staff they comfort me." (Psalm 23:4)

These words, "YOU are with me" are everything to the follower of the Lord. The word "YOU" is emphasized in Hebrew ("annah") as an emphatic "YOU". It reassures the Lord’s sheep that if we know that God is with us, we can face anything — even death’s shadow.

The most important thing in all the world is to have the presence of God with you, to know that He is "with us." Because there’s nothing we can’t face if He is with us.

Moses knew this. That’s why in Exodus 13:15, after God told Moses to take the people to the Promised Land by himself but that He would not go with them, Moses said, "If Your presence does not go with us, do not lead us up from here." He knew that the ONE thing they could not do without was the presence of God.

Who cared if there was a river to cross, if God was with them — He’d just split it!

What did it matter if there were giants in the land — if God was with them. He’d slay them!

So what if there were cities with walls so thick you could drive chariots on top of them — if God was with them. He could make them all just tumble down!

Moses knew that the most important thing, the only thing that really matters, is that God was with them.

In the Book of Daniel, they threw Hamanah, Michael & Azariah into the fiery furnace, and they saw a 4th man with them, like a Son of God. Those 3 men could go through ANYTHING even a fiery furnace, if the Lord was with them.

That’s why it is our constant prayer for our church, that GOD WILL BE WITH US. It doesn’t matter who the preacher is, or what songs we sing, or how the program is organized, or whatever projects we try to do — the only thing that really matters is that GOD IS WITH US. If HE is with us, then none of that matters. He can bless and use anything. And if He is NOT with us — then likewise it doesn’t matter what we do, because nothing will work if His presence is not here. So, my prayer for our church has been Psalms 69: "God be gracious to us, and bless us, and cause His Face to SHINE UPON US." The thing we need more than anything else is for God to be with us.

The same thing is true for our individual lives. We can face anything life throws at us, if we know that God is with us. This is why it’s so significant that in Matthew 1:21 Jesus is called "Immanuel" — "God with us." If you know Jesus as your Savior, then God really IS "with you". He is IN you through His Holy Spirit, HE is with you to the end of the age. He will never leave you nor forsake you. And just like David says here, there is NOTHING you can’t face — even "the valley of the shadow of death" — when you know that HE is "with me."

Shawna Thomas is Senior Pastor at Pleasant Ridge Baptist Church in Morganton. Her messages and devotionals are available at www.shawanathomas.com

FREE Assistance

- Update Your Application for 2017 Insurance Coverage Through The Marketplace And Enroll.
- Enroll In A New Plan.
- Enroll In Insurance For The First Time.
- Ask Questions And Learn About Your Options.
- Get Help Applying for Medicaid and CHIP.
- Find Out About Your Medicare Options.

Insurance Open Enrollment: 11/1/2016-01/31/2017
Medicare Open Enrollment: 10/15/2016-12/07/2016
828-678-0531
Bakersville Community Health Center

Camp Erin™ of the Carolinas is a camp for kids and teens, ages 8 to 17, who have experienced the death of someone close to them. Facilitated by professional staff from Hospice of Rutherford County and trained volunteers, Camp Erin is offered free of charge to kids and teens throughout the Carolinas.

At Camp Erin, kids have an opportunity to be around other kids who have experienced similar losses. They participate in typical camp activities (arts, crafts, field games, and more), as well as activities designed to help them understand and process their grief.

This year’s Camp Erin of the Carolinas will be held from Friday, November 11th through Sunday, November 13th at South Mountain Christian Camp in Bostic, NC. For more information, please contact Cy Miller at (828) 945-0005 or cmiller@hosp-cofrutherford.org

Please note that space is limited, and campers are accepted on a first-come, first-serve basis. Preference is given to campers who have not attended Camp Erin before.

In partnership with Hospice of Rutherford

A Caring Support Camp for Kids & Teens

Parts City Auto Parts
John Briggs & Benny Briggs - Owner
B & J Auto Parts
140 Hwy 100 N • Statesville, NC 28677
(828) 201-2137 or (828) 882-1136
Gore Hours: Mon - Fri 7 AM - 6 PM, Sat 7 AM - 12 PM, Sun Closed
Visit online at www.parts-city.com

Scott W. Murphy, D.M.D., P.A.
General Dentistry for the Family

We Love To See You Smile!
Always Accepting New Patients - Insurance Filled For You
Monday - Thursday 8-5
Friday 8-2
(828) 433-1223
341 East Parker Road, Morganton, NC 28655
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Horizon Church

It Only Takes A Spark....

By Mike Streed
Burke County

I am reminded of the old youth group song we would sing at camp: it only takes a spark, to get a fire going, then soon all those around can warm up in its glowing. That’s how it is with God’s love, once you have experienced it, it’s fresh like spring, you want to sing, you want to pass it on. I’m singing in my head to that tune right now. With all the wildfires we are experiencing now, our prayers are for the firefighters, home owners and for the Lord to please send rain. We are so used to seeing the west coast on fire, it is unusual that we are dealing with this. It is crazy to see all the smoke rising up and how it has affected everyone near and far. Once a fire gets going, it is hard to stop.

I pray that what happens to us as Christians and the Church. We catch on fire and are unstoppable. How can good news and love not spread? I desire true passion in people’s lives, full of miracles and testimonies of God’s goodness and grace. Our country is still divided in so many ways. We have humbled ourselves as the church and prayed that God would heal the land. I believe that is taking place right now all across America. It is the responsibility of the church to rise up and catch fire. To reach a lost and dying world that is looking for hope and answers. We have the mysteries of the Kingdom of God revealed to us. Christ is the answer, The Way, The Truth, and The Light of all men. I believe it is our moment for our generation to catch fire, to not grow weary as well doing, to stay the course and win this world for Christ. It starts with us having the fruit of the Spirit. Love, kindness, gentleness, longsuffering, and patience with all those we come in contact with. We are the light of the world, a fire, a blaze of His Glory revealed through our testimony. Catch fire today and be unstoppable for the commission Christ gave us is to go into all the World and preach the Gospel. Like my old wrestling coach would say...“Now, you are cooking with Gas.”

Mike Streed is a pastor at Horizon Church in Morganton, Music Director at www.AmericaGraceRadio.com, and owns Streed Building Supply in Morganton.

A Higher Standard of Care

Yancey Hospice and Palliative Care

For over 33 years, we have provided a “Higher Standard of Care” for our patients in their homes and all area facilities. It is built on the principles of comfort, dignity, choice and control. As a stand-alone not-for-profit, we offer this award winning care for chronically and terminally ill patients and their families.

Your Choice.
Your Hospice.
Ask for Yancey Hospice.

828.682.9675 hospicestyancey.org
856 Georges Fork Rd. Burnsville, NC
Holiday Traditions

Each year we look forward to certain family traditions, like baking Grammy’s gingerbread cookies or watching It’s a Wonderful Life with the kids. But sometimes all those fun traditions can get overwhelming.

That’s why we’re giving you permission to choose what you want to do this year. Ignore the pressure to please everyone, and instead pick the traditions that don’t stress you out.

It’s your holiday, after all. And it’s going to be awesome as long as you’re with the people you love — no matter how you celebrate. The key to deciding what stays and what goes is to ask yourself: Do I actually want to do this? Can I actually afford this?, and Do I really have time for this?

Here are eight holiday traditions to get you started.

1. Annual Christmas Bash
Some people love hosting Christmas parties. Cooking for 50? No problem! But if you’d rather not spend two precious weeks in December planning and prepping for your annual Christmas open house, then don’t. Forget the cheese ball, sherbet punch, and mini cheesecakes, and just get together with a few close pals at a local restaurant. Split the check and enjoy a simple, stress-free evening with your nearest and dearest.

Or, if you love throwing parties but hate the cost, invite less people. Make it a potluck, or ask someone else to co-host and share the responsibility. It’s your party — do what you want!

2. Competitive Lights Display
Don’t let your Christmas-crazy neighbors guilt you into a light display worthy of Rockefeller Center. If your family enjoys looking at lights, pack a thermos of hot chocolate and drive around town to admire the best of the over-the-top yachts. It’s free, and you don’t have to redecorate your yard.

If you prefer decking out your house with lights but don’t have the time, start early and stop when your energy does. Make sure you’re decorating your house because you like it, not because you’re trying to match the neighborhood. Your time and money matter more than how many cars drive by.

3. Elf on the Shelf
This one is a hot-button issue. So, we won’t get into the pros and cons. We’ll just say this: If you’re pro-Elf, make it easier on yourself by not getting too elaborate. Sparkles doesn’t need to build a Rube Goldberg macchina in the middle of the night. Keep it simple and keep it fun. And if you’re over Buddy, just sell your kids he wants to be in the North Pole this year — for good. They’ll be fine, we promise.

4. The Shopping Frenzy
We like a deal as much as the next person, but if you’re shopping “for sport,” take a time-out. It’s okay to get a rush from the shopping season — buying stuff should be fun! But don’t let the pressure to spend destroy your budget. Take control of your money by creating a Christmas-specific money plan and a detailed gift list. And stop shopping when your list is complete! If you have extra

energy to burn, try a family game of flag football. It’s much less dangerous than the mall (well, maybe).

5. Family Portrait Christmas Cards
Photo cards are a great tradition, but they aren’t a must. It’s okay if you didn’t have time or money to schedule a photographer, buy matching red-and-white oxifs, and order hundreds of glossy prints this year. Cards are a meaningful gesture, but don’t make them more difficult or more expensive than they have to be. You can still have a great tradition by limiting your card list and having the kids help you craft some sweet letters with stickers and glitter — how fun is that?

6. Price-Inflated Plane Tickets
Instead of heating home for the holidays, why not visit your family in January or February when the prices have come down? You could even start a new tradition, like meeting your folks in a fun city between your two towns. Imagine a calm, post-holiday vacation for half the price and half the crowd. Now that’s peace on earth.

Or if you’re looking forward to being with your parents and siblings over Christmas but need to save money, grab your tickets and skip the bulkly presents. You’ll save on baggage fees and the stress of making sure your stuff doesn’t get crushed. Make it easy with gift cards, or go up a day early and having a fun shopping day with a family member you rarely get to see.

7. A Scent of Fresh Cut Tree
Christmas trees are a must in most households, but if you dread the drama of picking the perfect, overpriced specimen from your local Boy Scouts, try something else. As in use the garage-sale special from your attic. (You know it’s there.) Or buy one at your local hobby store with a coupon. A tree is just a base anyway. It’s how you decorate it (and who you decorate it with) that counts.

8. Swanky Gift Wrap
For some, it’s fun to see how Pinterest-worthy you can wrap your presents. But it can take some pretty pennies to buy all those handmade bows, spray painted twigs and gold leaf paper bags that will be trash on Christmas morning. Why not cover your presents in newspaper (which you can dye for a cool effect) or butcher paper instead? Then have your kids decorate the paper with stickers, stamps and crayon creations. Trim it with some bulk twine and you’re done! Keep This in Mind

As you budget for the holidays, don’t break the bank in the name of tradition. Decide which customs are important to you and then see how they fit into your overall budget. If anyone asks why you’re not doing something this year, simply explain you want to spend more time with them and less time doing stuff for them. We have a feeling they’ll understand and love you more for it. —Used with permission from davermney.com

Jesus is the Reason for the Season!

Harrell Hill Farms — 200 Years of Freshness
Grass Fed Beef For Sale
USDA Inspected
Shrink Wrapped & Labeled
No Added Hormones
No Antibiotics
Locally Grown
1/4 - 1/2 & Whole

Harrellhillfarms@aol.com
828-467-0280
www.harrellhillfarms.com

www.bronews.com
District Judge Eggers-Gryder

By Doug Sudduth
Mitchell County

The Hon. Rebecca Eggers-Gryder, District Judge of North Carolina’s 34th Judicial District, was guest speaker Nov. 3 at the weekly meeting of the Rotary Club of Spruce Pine. Eggers-Gryder spoke about the 50th anniversary of the unification of North Carolina’s courts, which was a decision that created the district court system. “There were 256 trial courts across North Carolina with widely varying districts,” she said about the systems before unification. “Those courts handled everything from speeding tickets to child custody issues.” The district court system now handles around 80 percent of cases in North Carolina.

Judge Rebecca Eggers-Gryder receiving a locally handmade Rotary mug from President Alan Glover

“I grew up hearing about law,” she said. “I drafted my first contract when I was 9 years old. I had a strong sense of justice and what I wanted to do with my life early on. I wanted to help people and I wanted to serve with a servant’s heart. It was only natural that I would go to law school and then come back to my community to practice law with my father and brother in the firm of Eggers, Eggars and Eggers.” Eggers-Gryder was the bass player and lead vocalist for bluegrass band Amanda Mill and led Rotary Club members in a rendition of “You Are My Sunshine” before concluding her speech. The Rotary Club of Spruce Pine would like to congratulate Rebecca Eggers-Gryder on her election win.

Doug Sudduth is the Public Relations Officer for the Spruce Pine Rotary Club.

Dave Says

Dear Dave,

I’ve been out of college for a few years, and I have no debt. I’d like to start investing, so I’m thinking about buying a triplex, living in one of the apartments, and renting out the other two. Should I go for an interest-only loan for this?—Chad

Dear Chad,

Never, ever get an interest-only loan! If you can’t make this idea happen on a 15-year, fixed-rate mortgage that takes no more than 25 percent of your take-home pay, then you can’t afford this project. Think about this too. If you buy a complex and live on the property, you’ll have to see to it and enforce some contractor’s guidelines. Living with renters can be tricky, because they’ll have access to your house 24 hours a day, and some of them will abuse the privilege. Again, you’ll have that kind of access to them as well. Not exactly a bad thing when you have people living in a complex you own.

Here’s an option. What if you just bought a nice, inexpensive single family house for yourself? You would have the cash flow, but you will have the appreciation and a better chance of reselling down the road. Plus, if you want to invest further, there are always rental opportunities. Real estate prices work out just like you want them to only about half the time. Don’t discount the risk and expenses either—Dave

Dear Dave,

I have to make a four-day business trip to Hawaii soon, and my wife would like to go along. It’s okay with my boss, as long as we pay her way, and I would love to have her along. It will cost about $1,500 for her to join me, and I have a little over $10,000 a year. We’re also debt-free, except for our home, and we’re working hard to pay that off as soon as possible. What do you think?—Michael

Dear Michael,

If I were in your situation, and I told my wife I didn’t think it was a good idea or we couldn’t afford it, there’s a good chance I’d be sleeping on the couch for a month. Take your lady with you!

You guys have a six-figure income, and you’ve got no debt, but you’re home. So, a four-day trip to Hawaii for $1,500? Yeah, I’m definitely doing that. It would make me feel like you two have done a great job with your money. That being the case, you deserve a little fun — like a trip for two to Hawaii for $1,500. Even if you have to work, you’ll still have lots of time together, and she’ll be able to relax on the beach, swim and sightsee while you’re taking care of business.

Have a great time, you two!—Dave

---

Dave Ramsey is America’s trusted voice on money and business, and CEO of Ramsey Solutions. He has authored seven best-selling books, including The Total Money Makeover. The Dave Ramsey Show is heard by more than 12 million listeners each week on 570 radio stations and multiple digital platforms. Follow Dave on the web at daveramsey.com and on Twitter at @DaveRamsey.

---

His name shall be called Emmanuel
Prince of Peace and God’s Love

www.brcnews.com
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Croceano Christmas Baskets—Come celebrate the season singing carols with hot cider and cookies hosted by the Croceano Community Enhancement and Town Council. Friday December 7 from 6:30 - 9:00 Bonfire is meant for everyone hosted by our small community for the greatest high country area! 

Barke County

Barke County Chamber of Commerce-Morganton- Food Lion is joining forces with Feeing America and our local food bank agencies for the Food Lion 2016 Holidays Without Hunger Campaign. The 2016 Holidays Without Hunger Campaign will be Wednesday, Nov. 23 through Tuesday, Dec. 20, 2016. We will donate Holiday Food Baskets to our local agency which is Barke United Christian Ministries. Cash Donations purchased by our customers will be donated to BUCM as well. Our goal is to sell 280,000 'Holidays Without Hunger' Baskets to provide 3 million meals and $250,000 through cash donations or 2.75 million meals in our Good Food Stores store operating area. With the local Barke County Food Lion Stores contributing around 17,000-20,000 of those meals during this 2016 Holiday Season. The Casting for Hope team is super excited to officially announce our headlining band for the 4th Annual Casting for Hope Winter Music Fest at CoMMA and we can’t wait — and we hope you can too! Here’s the full line up of entertainment for December: 12:00-1:00 Michaela Pittman and Friends 1:15-2:15 Sweet Revenge 2:30-3:30 Bob Sinclair and The Big Deal 4:00-5:00 Cast for Hope 7:00-10:00 Jon Stickley of Jon Stickley Trio and Travis Book of The Infamous Stringdusters will be opening the MainStage event before Casting for Hope’s favorite band, Mpso, takes the stage to end what is sure to be a great day of music and fundraising for a cause near and dear to the heart of Morganton. We have a dwindling number of VIP and Deluxe ticket left. Contact John or Taylor today to claim any remaining ones as they are going fast — just as a reminder, VIP tickets grant the bearer dinner at First Baptist Church-Morganton at 5:30 (if you’ve been to this before, you know what a great meal this is every year), entry to the after party, serviced by Countrywide Barbeque, Appalachian Mountain Brewery and cider and Brown Mountain Bottleworks for free food and drinks after the show, and all day music; Deluxe tickets grant the bearer all day music and entry to the after party, serviced by Countrywide Barbeque, Appalachian Mountain Brewery and cider and Brown Mountain Bottleworks for free food and drinks. Music only tickets can be purchased from City of Morganton Municipal Auditorium at www.morganton.org. We can’t wait to spend this awesome day with you! Be sure to get in touch with us if you have a question via e-mail at john@castingforhope.org or stay at castingforhope.org! 

Christian Business Men’s Connection (Morganton) - We are a movement of Men to Experience the Power of One God, the Value of One Man and the Lever-age of One Person, resulting in the Spiritual reproduction among Businesses. Please join us for lunch at one of our weekly Bible study meetings: Tuesday, 12:00 noon at the Community House, Morganton. Contact: Wayne Giese, 828-431-3819. 

Morganton Seventh-day Adventist-Barke County

Drive-Thru Nativity - December 17th, at 5:00 p.m. Hop in the car, bring your family and friends and enjoy this free, live event! The Drive-Thru Nativity will take place at Silver Creek Adventist School, 2195 Janestown Road, Morganton, NC, 28655. 

Natural Remedies Demonstration by Les Welled – December 4th, from 2:00 p.m. until 5:00 p.m. This event is free and will take place at the Morganton Seventh-day Adventist Church Gymnasium, 2187 Janestown Road, Morganton, NC, 28655. For more information, please contact Cindy Mercer at 828-710-8048. 

Appa Meal and Communion – December 31st, at 5:00 p.m. Start the New Year off right with this special service. Enjoy a beautiful meal and fellowship, followed by candlelit communion service. All are welcome! This event is free and will take place at the Morganton Seventh-day Adventist Church, 2187 Janestown Road, Morganton, NC, 28655. 

Biereavis at the Rock: Blue Christmas Alzheimer’s Benefit Concert December 17, 2016 

Pleasant View Baptist Church, Morganton, NC, a theologically conservative SBC church, is seeking a pastor who is a dedicated teacher, counselor, proactive leader, committed to community outreach. Prefer a graduate of seminary or similar college with some experience. Send resumes to PVC SEARCH TEAM, 1834 US 70 E, Morganton, NC, 28655. 

Adler International Hickory Lightshouses—Hickory Lightshouses are the second Saturday of each month.

Valdese, NC – November 14, 2016 – The Old Rock School will once again be lit with memory candles this holiday season. Starting on November 14, citizens are invited to place a candle in the window of the building to honor a loved one. Last year the windows of the old schoolhouse burned bright with candles in memory of family, friends or classmates, and this year the tradition will continue. "We had a great response last year," states Morissa Augi, Director of Community Affairs and Tourism for the Town of Valdese. "People loved the idea of driving by the school during the holiday season and knowing that the candles in the windows were shining for their loved ones. We hope to continue this tradition annually." Candles may be sponsored for $5.00 each and participants may pay by check, cash or credit card. The candles will shine through the end of the year and bencheswill be mounted on the Town of Valdese Facebook page. For more information, call the Valdese Town Council office at 828-879-2129. 

McDowell County

Cinchfield Baptist Church (Marion) – We are accepting resumes for Minister of Music. Current worship style is blended, using both traditional hymns, chorals, and contemporary arrangements with soloist and choir. The position is a paid pastorate position and involves organizing and leading the church’s music ministries both for choir and children. Baptist background preferred. Send resumes with references to Cinchfieldbaptistchurch@frontier.com or to address 1150 East Court Street, Marion, NC, 28752 Attn: Personnel Committee. 

Cree Community Church – 1182 US 70 W Marion. Christian Eve Candlelight Service - Saturday, December 24th @ 5pm Christian Candlelight Service - Sunday, December 25th @ 11am 

New Hope of McDowell (Marion) - New HOPE of McDowell is seeking a full time Associate Director - Shelter Manager. New HOPE of McDowell is a non-profit organization that combat domestic violence and sexual assault agency located in McDowell County, NC. This position includes benefits such as employee health insurance and paid vacation, personal, and sick time. The primary purpose of this position is to provide direct client services and advocacy to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault. For more information on the position and qualifications, please visit the organization’s website. 

Mitchell County

Bear Creek Baptist Church-Ledger

Women’s Prayer Breakfast at Helen Belle Restaurant on Friday December 2, 2016 at 8:00 a.m. The church will sponsor this free breakfast. All women are invited. Bear Creek Baptist Church Family would like to invite you and your family to join us as we celebrate the reason for the season – Jesus. December 4, 6:00 pm Adult Christmas Cantata December 1, 6pm Christmas Movie Night December 3, 6-8pm The Replacements following December 18, 6:00 pm Children’s Christmas Program followed by Youth Christmas Program Refreshments following December 25, 10:00 am Christmas Candlelight Service For more info contact Linda Duncan at 828-888-4331 or Rev. Bruce Cannon at 910-878-2109. 

Calvary Chapel Asheville - Surf Ice Pine Calvary Chapel in Asheville is sponsoring a home fellowship bible study and Bible Study in Surf Pine. The fellowship is held on Thursday evenings at 7:00pm at 77 Sem Dr. (Estates area—off Brushy Creek Rd). We are studying the Gospel of John currently. Call John Jackson 706-793-3799 for information and directions. And bring your Bible. 

First Baptist Church Sour Ice Pine First Baptist Church of Sour is seeking a part-time childcare provider for their toddler nursery. The position will require approximately eight hours per week consisting of 4.5 hours on Sunday morning, 1.5 hours on Sunday night, and 2 hours on Wednesday nights plus other hours during special events as needed. The position will require a spirit-minded, caring and responsible childcare provider who will focus on providing a safe environment for children. Qualifications include experience in caring for young children, and the physical ability to meet their active needs; 2 references; and willingness to submit to a background check. CPR is required and First Aid is recommended and can be completed once employed. The hourly pay is $15-$20 per hour and is negotiable based on experience and qualifications. Applicants should contact First Baptist Church, 125 Tappan Street, Spruce Pine, NC 28777. Phone # 828-765-9141 Ext. 30.

NC Baptist Men & Women Assisting Firefighters: Our local Baptist Men and women have been called to assist in serving the NC Forest Service Firefighters at the Mountain Training Facility in Crossnore, NC for approx. 14 days. If you are able to serve, call Dale Dunn at 828-766-9828 or Angie 828-467-1091. We will be assisting the ladies who are cooking with cleaning and packing lunches. This will be done in 3 shifts, FIRST SHIFT: 5:30AM-10:00AM, SECOND SHIFT: 10:00AM-3:30PM, THIRD SHIFT: 3:30PM-5:00PM.
TRAC
In its annual meeting time at TRAC—40 years of connecting our community with the arts—starts at 5:30 pm on Wednesday, December 14, at the Arts Resource Center above the Spruce Pine Gallery. It’s a potluck repast (We’ll provide the paper goods and beverages) followed by a short meeting to talk over the year’s happenings and introduce the new members of the Board of Directors. It will be fun and it will be filling, friendly, and festive. Any questions, call the Burnsville office, 828-682-7215.

HOLIDAY STUDIO TOUR
AND, oh, my goodness. It’s almost time for the Holiday Studio Tour featuring some of the best artists in the nation and the best setting for a journey to the arts.
December 3-4/Thursday-Sunday
10 am to 6 pm
With an open-to-the-public—please, come reception
December 2/Thursday
5:30 to 7:30 pm

West Burnsville Baptist Church
Sixteenth Annual West Burnsville Baptist Church Christmas Pageant Jesus—His Story
We invite you to begin your Christmas season this year with a celebration of the life of Christ through drama and music at West Burnsville Baptist Church. Thrill to the proclamation of the angels that Jesus is born. Marvel at his ministry as he walks the street with the people and with Mary and his disciples as Jesus is crucified and rejoice with them as they discover that He is alive! His story does not end there but proclaims the promise of eternal salvation in our heavenly home.
The Pageant opens on Wednesday, November 10 at 7 PM, continues Thursday, December 1 and Saturday, December 3 at 7 PM and concludes on Sunday, December 4 at 3 PM. West Burnsville Baptist Church is located one mile west of Burnsville town square, just off US 10 in West Burnsville Church Road. Seating is available forty-five minutes before the performance. Reservations for groups of six or more may be made by calling 828-675-4720 or 828-682-3990. While there is no admission charge, your love offering is gratefully accepted.

Yancey County Meals on Wheels (Burnsville)—Volunteers needed to deliver meals to Yancey County shut-ins, any weekday, 1:30 am – noon. If you would like to volunteer, please call the Yancey County Senior Center at 828-682-6011.

Hines Memorial United Methodist Church
Bible Study Fellowship (BSF)’s Men’s Class meeting in Burnsville announces that its new study year will begin September 13th at 6:55 pm and the class is being hosted by Higinbotham Methodist—101 N. Main Street, Burnsville. This year’s study will focus on the Gospel of John.

Calvary Chapel Asheville—Spruce Pine
Calvary Chapel Church in Asheville is sponsoring a home fellowship and Bible Study in Spruce Pine. The fellowship is held on Thursday evenings at 7:00 pm at the Prime Store. Come join us for homemade sausage, scrambled eggs, gravy, jealous, juice and coffee. East in or take out, all funds support the Tipton Hill Community Foundation.

Tipton Hill Community Foundation (Tipton Hill)—Country Breakfast, the first Saturday each month, 7:30 – 10:30 am, at the Old Methodist Church, across from the Prime Store. Come join us for homemade sausage, scrambled eggs, gravy, jealou, juice and coffee. East in or take out, all funds support the Tipton Hill Community Foundation.

Yancey County

Valleyview Community College—Appalachian State University
Bible Study Fellowship (BSF)’s Men’s Class meeting in Burnsville announces that its new study year will begin September 13th at 6:55 pm and the class is being hosted by Higinbotham Methodist—101 N. Main Street, Burnsville. This year’s study will focus on the Gospel of John.

Blue Ridge Christian News
Seasons Greetings

Bubba’s Good Eats!
Best Food and Prices!

Jesus is the Reason for the Season
828-678-3388 394 East Main St.
Burnsville, NC

ASHEVILLE ELDERLY AND DISABLED VAN
GOES TO ASHEVILLE MON. THRU FRI.
7:00 AM - 4:30 PM
CALL: 828-682-6144

“Serving the Community”

Trips for December

December 6th - Hamrick’s
December 15th - WNC AG Center for Shadrack’s Light Show
December 20th - Walmart/Kohls - Eat at Cheddars
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David’s “Golden Years” song

By Bradley Boone

2 Samuel 22 records the “great song” of David. It is 51 verses long and deserves to be read by anyone who is down trodden or distraught with the circumstances of life. It is interesting to note that this chapter mirrors almost exactly the 18th Psalm which again shows us that the book of psalms is made up in large part with the songs that David wrote at different times in his life and they are not recorded in any particular chronological order. This particular Psalm that we have before us today, most Bible scholars agree, was probably the last psalm that David wrote. If you will study the 21st Chapter of 2 Samuel, you will find that David went out to battle and “waxed faint” in verse 15 and was almost killed by a giant of the Philistines. This event in David’s life prompted the man of Israel to demand that David not go back into battle for fear of him losing his life. This event shows us the failing health of David as his body has given way to the ravages of time. The shadows are now long in David’s life and this man who as a young boy killed bears and lions and even a Giant is now relegated to sitting at the palace while others went forth to battle. David’s spirit was still in the fight, but his body had simply worn out.

This is the backdrop for the song we find recorded in 2nd Samuel 22. This psalm is most instructive to us about how David approached his senior years. As folks grow old there seems to be two options one can take. You can become bitter about the limitations that your body has placed on you, or you can become sweeter as your relationship with the Lord becomes more real and your fellowship with the Lord becomes more sweet. In this Psalm, we see David with his heart fixed on God during his “Golden Years”. He shows us that though his body may not be able to perform as it once did he can still be used of the Lord to be a blessing to others. As you read through this psalm you will find that David gives all credit for any good thing that he has done in his life to the Lord and that he has depended on the personal relationship that he has had with him all the days of his life. We see in this song that the Lord has made David’s way perfect and one of the most profound understandings is that he has done all this for David because he “delighteth” in David (Vs20). No one can tell why God would decide to delight himself in a human being but I sure am glad that he does! This song ends with David looking into the future and thinking on what will be in years to come for his family. The last verse says that God has shown mercy to David and will continue to show mercy to his seed for evermore. As David looks at Solomon, who is being prepared to take over the kingdom, it must have brought David much joy to see that he was continuing in the path of serving the Lord. No doubt many of you reading this today find comfort in knowing that your children and grandchildren are in Church and interested in the service of the Lord. It is a testimony to your prayers and commitment to raise children in the way that they should go.

Bradley Boone is the pastor of Concord Baptist Church in Burnsville, NC
As I prepare to begin my fourth term next month as your state senator, I am profoundly grateful for your support and the opportunity to serve the citizens of the 47th Senate District. I will continue to work on policy issues that are important to my constituents and align with my core values. In reflecting upon the story and celebration of Jesus’ birth during this Christmas season, my thoughts turn to the miracle of each and every birth and the knowledge that we are all the children of God and made in His image. Unfortunately not all babies experience this miracle; their lives are violently ended before they draw their first breath. I am thankful that two thousand years ago, a mother, in difficult circumstances and against many odds, made the decision to give birth to our Savior and light of the world, Jesus Christ. May we reflect on this during the season of celebration of His birth.

As always, please share your thoughts with me on this or other issues related to state government by emailing me at ralph.hise@ncleg.net or calling me at 919-733-1460.

**NC House District 85**

I don’t think anybody was more shocked than I was at the results this past week. Anything can definitely happen in politics! I like everyone else was going to have concerns regardless of who won the election. Although his demeanor is not always as I had hoped, I agree with many of his policies. I agree that bad trade deals has cost areas like Western North Carolina jobs. I agree that China has manipulated its currency at the expense of the United States, and I agree that we need to continually strengthen our military. I am hopeful that the Trump administration can correct many of these bad policies.

However, the thing I am most optimistic about is the straightforward way he has addressed the matter of the Supreme Court. I take great comfort in the fact that President Elect Trump has given the American people a list of 21 individuals he would consider for the Supreme Court. This, I believe, is the most important decision the next President of the United States will make. I take great comfort in this list of 21 potential nominees. Mr. Trump said he wanted judges who are pro-life and pro-2nd Amendment. Each of these potential justices meets these criteria.

I too am very much in support of our 2nd amendment rights and I continue to believe our rights should be protected and expanded. I am also unapologetically pro-life and will continue to fight for the rights of the unborn. There are many complicated issues that we at the state level and our elected representatives at the federal level must address such as education, healthcare, and taxes. I believe we should always work to find common ground on these issues and work together to find solutions. However, on issues such as our second amendment rights and the issue of life, I frankly don’t see much room for compromise. I am encouraged and hopeful that Mr. Trump will nominate a justice to the Supreme Court that upholds our conservative view on expanding gun rights and our sacred belief that all life was created by God and should be cherished.

Thanks to prayers and support from my constituents, I was honored to win election to a third term in the N.C. House of Representatives.

There is no better scoreboard than the one revealed after Election Day. Voters in Haywood, Madison and Yancey Counties showed on Nov. 8 that they approve of the job my colleagues and I have done in running our great state around.

From lower taxes and fewer regulations to more than 300,000 jobs created and the highest teacher pay in state history, the record shown North Carolina is heading in the right direction. We have much to look forward to in the coming years, and I am humbled to be a part of our continued progress.

Getting the word out to constituents about our successes during the campaign was hard work, but it doesn’t compare to the hard work that comes with a legislative session of the General Assembly. My constituents need a voice in Raleigh, and I am looking forward to tackling the challenges of a legislative session on their behalf.

As always, please get in touch with my office or me with any questions or concerns about state government. Whether you need help dealing with a state agency, or you would like to share your thoughts about legislation before the General Assembly, I am always happy to hear from your constituents.

To all my constituents: thank you for your vote of confidence on Election Day. With your continued support, there is nothing we can’t achieve together.

**NC House District 118**

Rep. Michele D. Presnell
Michele.Presnell@ncleg.net
919-733-5732

---

**Premier INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.**

providing you knowledgeable assistance and high quality service.

**Contact one of our knowledgeable agents today**

- Medicare Supplements
- Medicare Advantage
- Prescription Drug Plans
- Individual Health Insurance

**We are your “Home Town Agent”**

- Medicare Annual Enrollment Starts Oct. 15th
- Individual Health Care Enrollment (ACA) Starts Nov. 1st

We have been proudly serving Western NC for over twenty years and will always continue to offer you quality products and a staff that cares about you long after the sale.

---

**Premier INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.**

Rhonda Robinson
Ellen Hobson
Becky Potash
Lisa Parker

13922 South 226 Hwy.
Spruce Pine, NC 28777
828.766.7629 local

275 North Main Street
Marion, NC 28752
828.652.1553 local
888.528.1553 toll free
I am overwhelmed with gratitude that the voters of the district placed their confidence in me to continue serving them in Congress. I want to thank all of the volunteers, supporters, and staff who worked extremely hard and dedicated their time to make this possible. It’s an honor to be your Congressman, and moving forward, I remain committed to fighting for conservative principles and to using my voting card for the people to whom it truly belongs -- the constituents of North Carolina’s Eleventh District.

Enjoyed spending time with the new President of the United States, Donald J. Trump.

With Governor Mike Pence and his wife, Karen, in Greensboro NC

With Donald J. Trump and Rep. John J. Duncan, Jr. at the Trump Pence rally in Fletcher, NC! Unbelievable turnout and energy in the room

Spending time with Shirley Hise of Mitchell County.

God Bless America
It Takes Two...Mediums That Is

By Kate Groff

Yancey and Mitchell Counties

Visitors on the Toe River Arts Council’s Holiday Studio Tour are often surprised to find more than one craft showcased at their favorite artist’s studio. But it’s not unusual. The diversity of the arts in this area is infectious, and many artists train in more than one medium. TRAC invites you to take this December 3-4 (10 to 5pm each day), to enjoy and appreciate these multi-skilled creators, painters who sculpt, potters who paint, and some who seem to have a hand in everything.

Rolf Holmgren (932) is an accomplished sculptor and craftsman. His whimsical birdhouses and birdfeeders are made from recycled architectural bits and pieces, door frames, windchurns, tin roofing, as well as furniture parts such as chair legs. “I don’t throw much out,” says Rolf. “I often find boxes of odds and ends dropped off on my porch.” However, Rolf is also known for his renderings in graphite, his portraits of mountain folk, especially those associated with arts and crafts. He was recently commissioned to complete a portrait of Mr. Mitchell for its centennial event.

Shawn Ireland (#71) is another artist who works in both 2 and 3-dimensions. Although he admits that most of his days are spent at the wheel, his evenings are devoted to painting and drawing — landscapes from Italy, buildings that seem cemented to the ground, transient still-lifes — “I love making things at the wheel or the easel, and I love being lost in the moments of making or in the search.”

Lisa Hoering (#34), an artist who works in figurative clay and metal. Her aluminum Christmas tree ornaments are as popular as her bent wire earrings that she often combines with iridescent semi-precious stones. Her work in clay is commonly of humans, caricatured, and animals that beg to be picked up and stoked. Other jewelry she says, “it’s very simple yet subtle, with lines and forms that are hummed and hushed.” And her clay work “Whatever interests me on that particular day.”

Interested in fanciful art? Kate Miller (a visiting artist at Selena Glass and Metal, #30) is just the clay artist. She moved from rural upstate New York a few years ago, returned to working in clay after 40 years, and picked up creating fairy houses — of course for fairies and for fun, fantastical creatures. But when she wants a quieter time, the news landscape collages rendered from her own photographs of the environment around her new home “I feel so lucky living here. I never get bored.”

And finally, Yaffa Todd (#7) She and her partner Jeff have been working in glass for over two decades, creating handblown art from paperweights. But her education spans two mediums — glass and clay. “Clay has always been a way to create a 3-dimensional canvas, an extension of my early paintings. Each piece is a study of color, representing a one-of-a-kind expression of a moment in time.”

Studio Tour visitors may add to the pleasures of their journey through the Blue Ridge by reflecting on the talent behind the fabrics that glisten with gesso, the books covered in textiles, paintings framed in ceramic designs, pets that tell stories, or sculptures that carry paintings. Some people put within the lines, others only as yet undetermined. Stretches, crossing, or blending the lines. Many TRAC artists wear many hats; this December we invite you to meet as many of these versatile and multi-talented folks as you can. One of the best things is that these artists and the other participants have a sampling of their work on display (geographically arranged) at the Spruce Pine Gallery, located at 269 Oak Avenue, until December 31. So if you want to know who’s doing what where, stop by the gallery between 10:30 and 5pm, Tuesday-Saturday. And if you miss the tour, the showcase will remain up until December 31. And remember, both the tour and the exhibit at the gallery are free and open to the public.

For more information, call 828-682-7215, 828-682-0520, visit toeiverart.org, or email trac@ toeiverart.org. Guides are available at both TRAC galleries and at businesses around the region. TRAC is a non-profit arts organization dedicated to connecting our community with the art — all art.

Kate Groff is the Programs Coordinator for the Toe River Arts Council.

Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a sign: Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel. Isaiah 7:14
**SafePlace**

**Christmas at Mitchell County SafePlace**

By Tracy Black

Mitchell County

As the Christmas season of 2016 begins, I want to tell you about one Christmas miracle that happened here at SafePlace.

Several years ago, a group of teenagers who worked the evening shift at one of our local fast-food restaurants pooled their money together to adopt a large family for Christmas, and we had just the family staying in our emergency shelter. Our beleaguered mother of four provided a Christmas wish list for her children ranging in age from 2 to 16. The fast-food elves’ enthusiasm was contagious, and soon their shift manager joined in on the fun. The shift manager adopted the mother, the girl shops for the two little girls, and the boys took on the two older boys. After weeks of exhaustive shopping for dolls, makeup, video games, boom boxes, music, books, and winter coats, I was called to pick up the gifts on December 23rd. By the time I got back to the shelter, I was told that the mother had decided to take her family to another state, and they were indeed already gone! How was I going to explain to these young people that their gifts were not going to go to their intended recipients? I just knew they would be disillusioned about giving so generously and would, in all probability, never want to extend themselves again. After a fitful night of fretting, I woke Christmas Eve and then it happened!

My phone rang, and it was the voice of my friend who worked at a domestic violence shelter program in another county. Through her panic, she explained that on that very morning they had gotten a large family into the shelter. Since her Christmas gift money was down to less than $35, she had no idea how she could come up with gifts for these children. She wondered if we might have an extra toy or two we could spare. I told her I would be right there. My friend and I went through the gifts and were all appropriate for these children. My friend took the clothes back to Walmart and exchanged them for the correct sizes. This family had one of the best Christmases they had ever had and were comforted to know others cared about them when they had to flee home on Christmas Eve! I called the teenagers from the first fast-food restaurant and explained to them what had happened. They were not disillusioned at all. In fact, they were thrilled to know they had been able to play a part in a Christmas miracle.

If you would like to help provide a Christmas miracle for a family fleeing domestic violence, call SafePlace or a shelter program where you live. I guarantee you will gain far more than you give!!!

*Tracy Black is the Associate Director for Mitchell County SafePlace. She can be reached at 828-763-4013 or tracyblack@belclouth.net.*

---

**Avery County Schools**

**Retirement**

By David Burleson

Mitchell County

Over the last 35 years, I have been one of the most fortunate people alive. I have been given the opportunity to work with wonderful people and live in the greatest place on earth. There is no doubt that Avery County is blessed with some of the finest educators, students, parents, and citizens as anywhere in the country.

Over the last six years, I am very proud of what we have been able to accomplish together for children in Avery County. Our test scores haven’t increased the number of families on food stamps, but they have also increased. Our students with disabilities and those who speak English as a second language along with our most gifted students, have made remarkable progress. Our students, as a whole, have continued to excel in academics, the arts, and athletics and in giving back to our community. Our school system has become a model in drop-out prevention strategies, alternative suspension programs, pre-school programs, and safety and crisis programs for students, staff, and the community. We have much to be proud of because of the wonderful students, excellent staff, and supportive parents and community.

I want to personally thank our entire community for what you have done for me and my family, the support we have had, the prayers we felt, and the commitment you have made to children over the last six years. I truly believe that when one door closes another one opens for me and my family, and this is the case now. At this time in my life and after much prayerful consideration, I have decided to retire on June 30, 2017. For some time, I believe the Lord has been leading me to full-time ministry. That opportunity has been provided to me by the Executive Director of Burke United Christian Ministries, a position I will begin on July 1, 2017.

I want to thank everyone in our community for the lessons you have taught me over the last six years, and for the opportunities to work with you to help our students in Avery County. Those lessons I have learned and experiences we have shared will be tremendous assets as I move into another phase of my life. Please know that you remain in my prayers and thoughts as I hope we remain in yours. Never forget what we have been able to do together and remember the foundation that has already been laid. Especially I want to thank the Avery Board of Education for providing me the opportunity to “come home” to finish out my career.

I encourage you to do all possible to focus on the needs of our students, to work collaboratively to help each student be successful and to continue to do all possible to move Avery County forward. We still have several months together to make a difference for our students.

Please know I wish you the very best and I look forward to hearing of your many future successes.

*David Burleson is Superintendent of the Avery County Schools.*

---

**Hospice and Palliative Care of the Blue Ridge, Inc.**

Formerly Hospice of Mitchell

_Hospital and Palliative Care of the Blue Ridge, Inc._

Formerly Hospice of Mitchell

**Making Each Moment Count**

*Most people I have met have a to-do list written somewhere in their heart of hearts. It has nothing to do with choice around the house or events that need to be done. No matter what. No checking it twice. This list is different from the seriousness we might leave stuck in the refrigerator or beside the coffee pot.

It’s a list of things I’d like to do when I have the time. A catalog of friends I haven’t spoken with in years.

People I need to thank and forgive. Missed and doubts that call out for grace and forgiveness.

Memories that need to be cherished and stories that need to be shared.

Now is the season of hope and new beginnings. It is the time of possibility and opportunity rooted in love that is bigger than us all. Embrace each moment and squeeze out every ounce you can.

Call up old friends and celebrate the journey. Pick the kids in the car and seek out the lights of Christmas.

Hold your breath, swallow your pride, and say, “I’m sorry.” Stand in the yard one night all by yourself.

Look to the store and find the one that is calling you to follow. Then follow with all your heart.

They God’s love and grace fill your heart as you prepare a place for the Christ child to be born.*
Community of Promise for Tipton Hill
Mitchell County

In a time of complexities and uncertainties, there is still a lot of “great” taking place right here at home in western North Carolina. A celebration of the work of 64 rural communities in the mountains took place on November 12th at the 67th WNC Honors Awards Program. Over 250 community leaders from 15 counties and the Eastern Band of Cherokee attended the haulcneon to be inspired, recognized and rewarded for their exceptional community development programs at the DoubleTree by Hilton.

“Our rural communities are dedicated and work tirelessly on numerous projects,” states Linda Lang, Executive Director of WNC Communities. “These communities make a great difference in the quality of life for all of us in the mountains. It is only appropriate that we honor them and draw on their continuous positive example of neighbor helping neighbor.”

Community of Promise receive a cash award of $1,000 and were chosen because of the initiatives implemented by the community that show promise and can be replicated around the region. The Tipton Hill Community Foundation garnered this prestigious award for 2016.

Tipton Hill Community Foundation was honored for their plans to collaborate with the Mitchell County and North Carolina Historical Societies, as well as the County Commissioners to declare the approximately 100-year-old church a historical site. This would aid in completing improvements to the second floor for a community museum when occupancy is granted. To raise funds, Tipton Hill mailed letters to former members of the church providing opportunities to purchase plaques in honor or in memory of a loved one to be mounted on a designated memory wall in the facility. This letter campaign realized over $4,000 with contributions still coming in. In addition, Tipton Hill is a hotspot for Internet access, which has enabled them to collaborate with the Center for Rural Health opening a tele-medicine clinic, providing remote diagnosis and treatment of patients through telecommunications technology.

Generous sponsorships from Harrah's Cherokee Casino Resort, Harrah's Valley River Casino & Hotel, Biltmore Farms, Inc., Duke Energy, Mission Health, The McClure Fund, Buncombe County Farm Bureau, Carolina Farm Credit, First Citizens Bank and Wells Fargo made it possible to award a record amount of $39,500 to the 64 community centers and clubs throughout the mountains for innovative approaches to addressing community needs.

Community centers and clubs across the region voluntarily participate in the annual WNC Honors Awards by submitting an application to WNC Communities in September. The 64 communities involved in this year’s program represented a total of 5,375 volunteers with an impressive 158,000 hours in outreach programs dedicated to beautification, conservation, education, health and wellness, as well as collaborative efforts with government extension, community colleges, nonprofits and businesses, all in service to rural communities. In addition, the collective fundraising efforts of these communities brought in over $631,000 for everything from neighbor helping neighbor to after school programs, senior meal sites, farmland preservation, a tele-medicine clinic, and events highlighting our region’s great art, craft, and music traditions.

Are you afraid of the uncertainty of the Stock Market? Afraid of the next drop?
There are alternatives!

STOCK MARKET ALTERNATIVES

Fixed Products—Guaranteed interest rate—Most times higher than CD rates
Indexed Products—Participation in the upside of the stock market, but does not participate in the downside of the market. Your money is NOT invested in stocks and bonds!

Leland Riddle Financial Services
205 Locust Ave. • Spruce Pine, NC 28777
Office: 828-766-9064
s_leland@bellsouth.net
Summer Food Program
Schell McCall, Executive Director
Yancey County

Giving Thanks for Food and Volunteers - 2016 Summer Food Program a Success.
Bunswick, NC (10/20/16) - The 2016 Summer Food Program was once again a tremendous success! Spearheaded by Graham Children’s Health Services, this collaborative effort provided 100 families with 600 food deliveries directly to their doorsteps. Recipient families all have children who benefit from the free reduced lunch programs at school or Head Start during the school months — an important resource considering that the poverty rate for children under 18 in Yancey County far exceeds the statewide average.

Thanks to incredible community volunteers, this summer’s deliveries included: fresh and locally grown produce that was purchased from local farmers through TRACTOR and donated by Dig In! Yancey Community Garden, food stamps purchased through Reconciliation House; healthy recipes; Chop Chop cooking magazines for kids; listings of area resources; and donated children’s books that were collected by the Yancey Library, Blue Ridge Partnership for Children, Reconciliation House, Helping Hands of Yancey County, and generous community donors. This season’s fresh produce included broccoli, bell peppers, blueberries, cabbage collards, corn, cucumbers, garlic, green beans, jalapenos, kale, senate, okra, onions, potatoes, rainbow chard, squash, tomatoes and zucchini…all locally grown!

This year, through a generous monetary donation, we were able to include a copy of the New York Times bestselling cookbook GOOD AND CHEAP: Eat Well on $4 a Day. The Good and Cheap project is a graduate thesis in food studies. Her goal was to create truly delicious, budget-friendly recipes that meet the SNAP (food stamp) budget of $4 a day. “Eating is one of life’s greatest pleasures, and GOOD AND CHEAP teaches that cooking skills, not budget, is the key to great food.” The cookbook features 152 recipes that maximize every ingredient and offers tips on economical shopping and cooking methods, and the simple extras that make even the tiniest taste better. "There are thousands of barriers that keep us from eating in a way that nourishes our bodies and satisfies our taste—but money should not be one of them," states Jennifer Manvel from Workman Publishing.

The Summer Food Program is truly a collaborative effort that involves tremendous community volunteer dedication to make it happen. Many thanks to volunteers from Graham Children’s Health Services, Reconciliation House, Dig In! Community Garden, Yancey County Cooperative Extension Office, Blue Ridge Partnership for Children, AMY Regional Library — Bookmobile and Yancey County Transportation Authority, Burnsville Ingles, First Baptist Church of Burnsville, Huggins Methodist Church, St. Thomas Episcopal Church, Helping Hands of Yancey County, residents of Mountain Air community, and the Yancey community at large for providing over 420 volunteer hours.

Some quotes from this year’s program:
• “My son loved to sit by the window, watching for our box to be delivered. He tried food that he normally wouldn’t eat.” — Food Box Recipient
• “Helping to pack and deliver boxes was a really valuable experience for our employees. It gave them a really important insight into the lives of their clients, and I think they are doing their job with more compassion.” — Volunteers

According to Schell McCall, Director of Graham Children’s Health Services, “Working together, the amazing volunteer agencies and individuals provided over 300 Yancey County children with nutritious food to get them through the summer. We are so grateful for the tremendous outpouring of volunteer effort and the generous support from The Yancey Fund and Community Foundation of Western North Carolina. The Summer Food Program is a wonderful example of what can be accomplished when many agencies and committed volunteers come together with a shared mission.”

Program funding from previous grantees has ended and we are looking for funding for 2017 for this established, respected, broad-based community initiative. This program is a proven way to reach Yancey County families living with food insecurity and poverty — often the hardest to reach — and to engage these families and share community resources.

To learn more, donate, or to get involved with the 2017 Summer Food Program, contact Graham Children’s Health Services at 828-7898 or schell@ Grahamchildrens.org.

Schell McCall is the Executive Director of Graham Children’s Health Services (GCHS). Since 1997, GCHS has implemented initiatives designed to address community-identified health needs in Mitchell and Yancey Counties. Each initiative is a collaborative effort that involves, educates, and unites the community.

---

Hospice of McDowell
1411 H. Carl Porter St., Marion, NC (Next to Tractor Supply)
Call Us to Coordinate Delivery of Your Donation
All Donations Help Support Hospice of McDowell County
828-659-7068
www.homcn.org

TRUST & STEAK OF THE WEEK
Western Sizzlin
606 W. US Hwy 19 E Bypass, Burnsville, NC 828-682-9500

Book Your Christmas Parties Now

---

Hospice of McDowell
1411 H. Carl Porter St., Marion, NC (Next to Tractor Supply)
Call Us to Coordinate Delivery of Your Donation
All Donations Help Support Hospice of McDowell County
828-659-7068
www.homcn.org

When to consider Safe Harbor Palliative Care:
• If you or someone you know is living with a serious illness
• If you want care that is available at home
• If you need additional support for managing symptoms

What can Palliative Care do for you?
• Provide additional support during a struggle with serious illness
• Assist with making referrals to other community resources
• Collaborate with your team of medical specialists

828-659-7068
www.homcn.org
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**Crossword**

**ACROSS**
1. God __ raised this Jesus to life (Acts 2:32)
4. No, I am not paying you for this (O Sam 24:24)
10. Shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there (Isa 13:21)
14. The poison of __ is under their lips (Rom 3:13)
16. In the beginning God created the heaven and the __ (Gen 1:1)
17. Consider the ravens: for they neither sow nor __ (Luke 12:24)
19. Jacob’s first wife (Gen 29:16-18)
20. The men __ an oath to each other (Gen 26:31)
22. Give notice of the __ when the days of purgation would (Acts 21:26)
23. and the chameleon, and the lizard (Lev 11:30)

**DOWN**
1. Here and now I give __ of my possessions to the poor (Luke 19:8)
2. the prophet of today used to be called (Isa 40:1)
5. I have seen __ impotent men (2 Sam 17:26)
9. I __, then, should I go and sit down in the lowest room (Luke 14:10)
11. There rose up a __ king over Egypt (Exodus 1:8)
12. concerning the daughters that __ in this place (3 John 16:3)
14. No __ saw a patch of unshrank cloth on old garnett (Matt 9:16)
15. Set on the great pot, and __ porridge for the sons (2 Kings 4:48)
17. Moses said to God, “Who __ that I should go (2,1)(Es 3:11)
18. Next to him was Shammah __ the Har-rite (2 Sam 23:11)
19. do and good, let him seek peace, and __ it (1 Peter 3:11)
20. whoever __ out of the pit shall be caught in a snake (Isa 1:28)
21. Don’t call me Naomi,” she __ them. “Call me __ (Ruth 1:20)
22. __ that day is great (Jer 20:7)
23. all the house of Israel are __ and heartbroken (Ezek 3:7)
24. A man will leave his father and mother and __ to his wife (Gen 2:24)

63. O Sovereign LORD, __ well with me for your name’s sake (Ps 109:21)
64. a garland to grace your head and a chain to __ your neck (Prov 1:9)
65. King Solomon made a __ of ships in Ezion-geber (1 Kings 9:26)
66. He him with many questions, but Jesus gave him no answer (Luke 23:39)
67. But when I stumbled, they gathered in (Ps 35:15)
70. are creatures of little strength (Proverbs 30:25)
71. He __ reflects on the days of his life (Ecc 5:20)
72. from one __ of the heavens to the other (Matt 24:31)

**Solution on page 14**

---

**Rent and Work!**
Looking for a Christian couple to rent a nice 4-bedroom home in the northern end of Mitchell County. Some of the rent could be earned by working on a farm part time. If interested please call 828-467-0280 for more information!

[Image of horses]
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A Safe Water Supply
By Nancy Yanitchook
Mitchell County


A safe and ample supply of clean water is top priority in an emergency. It is recommended that a normally active person should drink at least 1 gallon of water daily. This amount should be increased during hot weather. Never ration water, even when supplies run low. Drink the amount of water needed and work to find more water for the next day.

Every family should have water for their family member. We learned two lessons from the flood and snowstorm of 1998. One was that our well pumps run on electricity and 220 watts and the power was off for nearly a week. Second was that springs, wells, and city water can become contaminated from flood waters. When storing water, plan for at least one gallon of water per person per day. It is recommended that families have enough water stored for at least two weeks.

How to Store Water:
Store fresh water in thoroughly washed plastic, fiberglass, or enamel-lined containers. Two-liter soft drink containers are the best. Milk Jugs will work, but may crack over a period of time. Food grade plastic buckets or drums are also good. Never use containers that held toxic substances. Seal these containers tightly, label them and store them in a cool, dark place. Change the water every six months.

Emergency Outdoor Water Sources:
If you need to find water outside the home, you can use water from natural springs, streams, rivers, and other moving bodies of water, and lakes and rain water. Avoid water with floating material, odor or a dark color. Salt water can be used only if distilled first. Contaminated water may have a bad smell and taste, but may contain microorganisms that can cause diseases such as typhoid, hepatitis, or dysentery.

To Purify Water:
There are several methods of purifying water, but none are perfect. Sometimes a combination of methods is the best solution. Suspended particles in the water can be strained out through layers of paper towels or a clean cloth.

1. Boiling water is the safest method of purifying water. Bring the water to a boil for 5 minutes. Boiling water at the boiling point (212 degrees F or 100 degrees C above sea level) will kill most microorganisms. Do not use scented bleaches, color safe bleaches or bleaches with added cleaners. Do not use other chemicals or agents to purify water. Some of these are toxins or products sold for camping.

Add 16 drops of bleach to each gallon of water, stir and let stand for 30 minutes. If the water does not have a slight bleach odor, repeat the dosage and let stand for another 15 minutes. If the water is still cloudy after a few hours or poured back and forth between containers, it will taste better.

Paul and Nancy Yanitchook moved to NC in 1997 and are very happy in Red Hill with their grandson. John. She served as the Chairperson for the MCHP for nearly 12 years. She focused on the emergency readiness programs as that is a real concern in these rural areas.

Did you know?
Mitchell County Transit
698-4715

Anyone can ride!
Pause...and Consider

The Rhythm of a Gracious Face
By Ken and Jan Mercop
Avery County

My friend Mary moved in quiet confidence gently spilling serenity over all who met her. It didn’t take long being in her presence to know that her gracious spirit wasn’t of her making, but a result of a worshipful trust in her Savior, Jesus Christ.

When, as a single mom, I prayed for remarriage to my Christian husband and dad for my son, she would gently remind me that God saved the best for those who leave the choice with him.

If I was feeling overwhelmed, inevitably a note of encouragement would arrive in the mail as if she knew my need. Sometimes she’d include a small monetary gift that reminded me of the widow’s mite. A widow herself, she blessed me immeasurably.

When the Lord brought Ken and two more precious sons my way, she rejoiced with me and our friendship continued through the mail and the occasional phone call. She has been with the Lord for some time now, but I can still hear her voice and sense the rhythm of the gracious pace in which she lived her life. She exuded quietness and calmness.

It makes me think of another Mary.

Mary, the Mother of Jesus, was just a teenager when the Angel Gabriel appeared to her. When he announced God’s plans for her, she questioned how it could be. But, once assured of God’s sovereignty and ability to overcome the impossible, she bowed to his will as seen in Luke 1:38, NLT saying, “I am the Lord’s servant. May everything you have said about me come true.”

She could have reacted with a list of her own design. After all, she was betrothed to Joseph. Plans were being made. And, how would she ever explain this to him?

But Gabriel gives us a clue as to why she was chosen. He said, “Greetings, favored woman! The Lord is with you!”

We know from Scripture that God’s favor rests on those who worship him in spirit and truth, who seek him and live their lives according to His will and purposes. She was already exhibiting a gentle rhythm of life in obedience to God—despite the tumultuous times in which she lived under the heavy hand of Rome.

For Mary there was no more gracious way to respond than to accept God’s interruption to her plans for the far greater purposes of her God. She adjusted her rhythm to His and trusted Him for the outcome.

Let’s adopt Mary’s tranquility and approach Christmas in gracious step with the Lord. Saliah

Nature’s Gentle Reminder

Pine cones dazzle against a snow-covered Christmas bell. Suspended on a live, Evergreen Christmas tree, each little cone resting on a snowball reminds one of nature’s natural beauties.

We can recreate it artistically, but only God creates from nothing.

“How have you entered the treasury of the snow?”

“All things were created through Him and for Him... And in Him all things consist.”

Jeb 38:22 and Colossians 1:16b, 17b

Ken Mercop writes an inspirational column, Pause...and Consider, for the News Sun in Sebring, FL. She and her husband Ken love our mountainous home, God willing, one day to relocate nearby. You may contact her at kmmercop@gmail.com
Christmas Season

By Doris R. Thompson
Mitchell County

The trees are trimmed with a star on top. The candles in the windows are aglow. All the gilding is bathed and ready. And every child wishes for snow.

The halls are decked with holly. The lights hang with bow. The mailbox has donned a new cover. The warm, fire spreads its glow.

There’s “last minute” shopping and wrapping. The streets are crowded each day. All the presents are stacked neatly on the tree. A wreath is placed on the door. Everything seems to be ready. But wait....Is there not one thing more?

Is there room for Christ in our holidays? Do we celebrate His birth Christmas Day? Or do we say, “There’s no room in our inn.” As we rush on our merry way?

If we’ll take time for the sad and the lonely, And reach out and do our small part... Then we’ll truly put Christ in our Christmas, And we’ll make room for Him in our heart. (written for “Bethlehem Marketplace”)

Marlene’s Meditations

A Priceless Ornament
By Marlene Houk
Burke County

The exquisite Christmas ornament fired shards of brilliancy into the darkness. With 1,758 diamonds encrusted on its solid 18 cairn white gold surface and two rings adorned with 188 rubies surrounding the stunning sphere, the world’s most expensive Christmas bauble goes for a mere $136,000. Mark Hussey, a Hallmark jeweler, designed this spectacular mini-globe to benefit charity.

But the above paragraph contains an error: the extraordinary orb mentioned above is not the most expensive ornament that exists. That honor belongs to an irreplaceable ornament found in a secluded section of an ancient manuscript and brought to light here: 1 Peter 3:4 But let not the man of God be barren of speech, for he is the ornament of a man and of the quiet spirit, which is in the sight of God of great price.

An evaluation of the ornament mentioned in this verse was made by the most eminent jeweler himself, the LORD God Almighty. In His estimation, this ornament is valued at a “great price” capable of escalating as the years pass on into eternity. This rare masterpiece has been carefully crafted out of shining jewels from His Word and encrusted with 2 rings that traverse its magnificent curve. Their spectacular stones shine with an ethereal brilliance because they are cut from the Rock which is Jesus.

When we hang the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit on the branches of our lives, suddenly the ordinary twigs of the mundane light up with the spectacular image of Him, clothed in the brilliant fire of glory. Our lives can become priceless displays of His power and majesty.

Just as Mr. Hussey, the Hallmark jeweler, used a small pile of diamonds to fashion an exquisite unforgettable ornament, so we obtain the ornament of a meek spirit when we allow God to use the diamonds of His Word to form the character of meekness within us. Meekness is controlled strength and it is demonstrated by the life of Moses as he learned to control His words and actions so that the nation of Israel could see the glory and power of their Savior God. In His intimate daily walk with God, the LORD formed within Moses the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, and the world was blessed for eternity as God took a Lion out of Judah to save His people, and to rule and reign.

Just as the English jeweler designed this exquisite ornament with 1,758 diamonds and 188 rubies, so the Master Jeweler, God Himself, designed His priceless ornament of a meek and quiet spirit and adorned it with the diamonds and rubies from His Word. The word quiet, in the Bible is associated with peace (Proverbs 1:33), wisdom (Ecclesiastes 9:17), and strength (Isaiah 30:15). According to Isaiah 32:17, it is an effect of righteousness. When we focus on the righteousness of God, we become changed into His image according to 2 Corinthians 3:18. Then, the beauty and luxury of His Presence emanates from within us and others are drawn to the magnificence of Christ, attracted by our ornament that of a meek and quiet spirit.

Isaiah 32:17 And the work of righteousness shall be peace, and the effect of righteousness quietness and assurance forever.

Mark Hussey, the creator of the world’s most expensive ornament, decreed that a portion of the proceeds would benefit the National Autistic Society of the United Kingdom. So God decrees that part of the proceeds from His gift to us of this ornament of a meek and quiet spirit will benefit those in need of its hidden treasure. People need the Lord and what better way to point them to Him than by a shining Christmas ornament of our meek and quiet spirit, shining like the star that drew wise men to the Light of the world that dark night so long ago!

Marlene Houk is a regular contributor to The Blue Ridge Christian News. She and Sid, her husband, attend Mount Home Baptist Church.

---

Miller Insurance Group, Inc.
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(828) 765-1711
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Habitat ReStores Support Fayetteville Families

Robin Ward
Yancey-Mitchell County

Habitat for Humanity ReStores across North Carolina will donate all or a portion of their proceeds from sales on designated dates to help rebuild the 91 Fayetteville Habitat homes that sustained severe damage last month in the flooding from Hurricane Matthew.

Mitchell-Yancey Habitat for Humanity ReStores will participate in this program on Saturday, Nov. 19th and donate proceeds from all their sales on that day. Stop at our local ReStore on this day and support the rebuilding of Habitat homes in Fayetteville. The ReStore is located at 553 Oak Street in Sparce Pine and will be open from 9 AM to 2 PM.

“We all need to rally behind an affiliate that has had that much tragedy,” said Mitch Rhodes, chief operating officer of Habitat for Humanity of Wake County. Wake’s five ReStores—together with Asheville’s and Charlotte’s ReStores, among many others—are already designating the proceeds from customers who agree to “round-up” their purchase to the next $1 or $5 to help Fayetteville.

The 93 Fayetteville Habitat homes that were submerged by the flooding on Oct. 8 represented more than half of the 124 houses built by the affiliate over the past 30 years.

Greg Kirkpatrick, executive director of Habitat for Humanity N.C. in Raleigh is coordinating efforts at all 78 ReStores in North Carolina behind the drive to respond to the crisis in Fayetteville’s Habitat village.

“We asked the ReStores to consider doing something we’re calling ReStore Fayetteville,” said Kirkpatrick, who added that the response has been wildly enthusiastic. He hopes that the 78 ReStores across the state can raise as much as $100,000 for Fayetteville.

Many of the flood victims are staying with friends or family, many have lost their homes, and some are still without power. But Tommy Lawrence, director of Habitat’s Southwest area affiliate, sees light amid the chaos that has engulfed the homeowners.

“The support from our partner affiliates again reveals the best that Habitat calls out in each of us. Thanks to our affiliate partners, these funds will help us rebuild homes and restore hope. We are grateful. Hurricane Matthew tore through Fayetteville’s Habitat village leaving broken hearts and broken homes. But the flood cannot quench the great spirit that animates these homeowners and this community. We will rebuild.”

Habitat Hero Philip Hummeker

Philip R. Hummeker passed away on November 1, 2016. He was formerly a resident of Burnsville, North Carolina where he served Mitchell-Yancey Habitat for Humanity since the early 90’s and worked on multiple builds of Habitat homes in Mitchell and Yancey counties. During these years, he worked alongside members from his church, Higgins United Memorial Methodist, on the Weddington Crest. Phil also provided invaluable leadership to our local affiliate as President and Vice President of the M-Y Habitat Board of Directors. He never missed an opportunity to say, “Thank you for all you do”.

Mitchell-Yancey Habitat for Humanity is a locally run affiliate of Habitat for Humanity International, a nonprofit, evangelical Christian housing organization. M-Y Habitat works in partnership with families in need of decent, affordable, and energy-efficient housing. Houses are sold to families who are able to pay a no-interest mortgage and are willing to partner with Habitat and provide 200 hours of sweat equity helping to build their home or the homes of others. Habitat serves people in need of decent housing regardless of race or religion. Volunteers, pictured here are some of the many Habitat Heroes providing most of the labor, while individuals and corporations donate necessary materials to build Habitat homes. We welcome volunteers and supporters to join as “building homes and changing lives. Become a Habitat Hero.” Contact: 828.676.9000, www.mitchellyanceyhabitat.org, Email: Mitchell.Yancey@hfh.org

Robin Warden is the Public Relations for Mitchell, Yancey Habitat for Humanity.
Be a Job!
By Jason Webb
Burke County

Don’t we all know that friend...the one that seems to know it all? The one that’s jealous of us and the peace we have in our lives? You know, that person who can never stay out of our sandbox...You have fussed over being faithful to your sandbox time after time after time. You even asked your dad how your sandbox looked. If things were built well. If the approval of what you were doing. You talked to him all the time about the new toys he gave you, thanking him constantly. I mean, hey, those are nice toys for your sandbox. They are the envy of your neighborhood. When your dad gives you your sandbox possession, you ask how to use it right – you know, you don’t want to mess it up or use it in the wrong way.

So, your dad has gifted you all this stuff and your closest friends all come over to play with it all the time. They play a little rough, but are really just enjoying themselves, so couple days you always wash it all & completely restore it all so your dad is proud.

Then one day, this new kid comes to town. And then it starts.

He’s jealous. He doesn’t want you to have the nice things your dad has given you, so animosity starts to build. He runs off all your friends. He breaks the toys. He kicks over things you’ve built. After he causes damage to each thing you played, he runs away laughing.

Once you see all the damage done, you simply sit down in the ruined bits of toys and sand and dreams. You call out to your dad, but he doesn’t come.

He doesn’t even answer you.

Nothing.

Then one friend shows up and asks, “Why don’t you get mad at your dad?” You look at her like she has 3 heads and a sword. “I know what he was doing when he didn’t stop that bully.” So, she gets mad and leaves.

Now here come three more friends back. But they don’t get too close. They don’t want to make you mad or cause you to act out. Finally, one of them ventures back into the sandbox with you. Then the other two follow after him.

Then you all sit in silence running your fingers through your destroyed sandbox. You start to shed tears, knowing that these three are your closest friends cause they are sitting with you when you are at your darkest.

Each one takes a turn speaking to you, but as they all speak, your disbelief grows greater and greater. You can’t believe that the three people who you thought had come to help you this time were actually bashing you for standing up to the bully. As if the destruction of your sandbox was just a game. Where is your dad when you need him???? Why isn’t he here with you???? Why is he still letting you endure all this nonsense???? The world is spinning and falling apart – and he doesn’t even care!!!

Then it is still....

Your so-called friends leave.

You look up and there he stands. Your dad.

Your look at him, is part disbelief, in part anger, in part despair and a whole bunch of unhappiness. But instead of quietly waiting for him to speak, your impatience rises up and overflows. It erupts from within! You want to know why!! WHY didn’t he come stop the bully??!! Surely that bully was no match for him!

“Hey, don’t you come get that ill git and handle her too!!?” And boy do they...those three boys who all ran when the bully showed up... WHY OH WHY didn’t he tell these boys the quit it or he’d be lectures?? He’s dad. None of those problems could stand up to him! WHY didn’t he intervene instead of disappearing while your world was kicked to pieces!! WHY? WHY? WHY???? you want to cry out this burning question pour from you... but you have spent all your energy.

He looks at you and with a smile says, “In all you went thru, you never once turned on me. You didn’t speak ill of me. You didn’t curse me. You stayed true to who I knew you were. Want to know where I was?”

Eagerly you say yes and nod your head so violently it looks like it may come unhinged from your neck.

“I was out replacing your stuff. My child. I love you and don’t want you to do without. Please come let me show you.”

You are given a bigger, better sandbox. Now that nobody can get in to test stuff upon you or your dad gives them permission. Twice as many new toys as you had old ones. Your joy, returned by the overflowing of blessings from your dad, consumes you.

Did you feel for the kid in this story? Well, that kid was/is you. Now we see what Job dealt with, and also his reward for staying true to God. Remain faithful.

Jason Webb is involved in Prison Ministry at The Summit Church in Morganton.

Christmas Card Project Article
By Steve Guster
Mitchell-Avery County

Mayland Community College has an exciting new student project that is helping spread holiday cheer through custom Christmas cards featuring artwork by students. The Life Works project is a nonprofit service learning venture operating as a small local business, allowing students with intellectual disabilities to design, create, produce, market, and sell their own handmade products in order to learn and practice valuable skills and move toward greater independence. A set of beautiful cards for Christmas is the latest product the group has put together.

The Life Works project involves students from the college’s two new educational programs designed for adults with mild to moderate intellectual disabilities or similar challenges. These two educational programs, called Life Skills and Work Skills Academy, are geared toward helping adult learners broaden their opportunities for the future. Even better, both programs are completely free, with class options available in Mitchell, Avery, and Yancey Counties. Students from these classes collaborate to operate the Life Works project.

The items produced through the project are sold at local festivals and community events or donated to local nonprofit partners. Among the Life Works items created are fabric dog toys, paracord cowl survival bracelets, key rings, and handcrafted fabric pumpkins. Creating the items allows students to practice critical workplace skills such as measurement, counting, following step-by-step processes, and managing quality. Students learn about the community through donating items to benefit local organizations and gain a sense of well-being from giving to others. Plus, by selling items at local events, students have an opportunity to practice customer service skills such as communicating effectively, making change, writing receipts, and operating their own, unique enterprise. Any proceeds from product sales are used to fund future projects and to support additional educational opportunities for these adult learners.

“I really enjoyed doing the artwork, and I feel very confident about my pieces,” says Orion Johnson, a project participant.

The group will be offering the cards for sale in packs of ten, each one featuring a unique design. The set of ten cards will be available for sale before Thanksgiving for fifteen dollars per pack. Mayland Recruit Joyce Boone says, “Buyers are going to be thrilled with these treasures!”

For information about the Life Works project, the free educational programs for adults with disabilities, or any of the products available for sale, contact Virginia Alvarado, Employability Specialist, at 528-766-1329 or valvarado@mayland.edu.

Steve Guster is the Dean of the Adult Education Program at Mayland.

Sudoku

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Solution on page 14
Accentuate the Positive
By Cheryl Shaffer
Burke County

Heritage student place: in poster contest
Lydia Turpin, a seventh grade at Heritage Middle School, placed second in the middle school division of the 2016 NC School Bus Safety Poster Contest. Her winning entry is posted on the School Bus Safety Website at www.ncbiusafety.org. The slogan for this year’s contest was

#StopOnRed. Lydia’s colorful poster illustrates this as well as incorporates smiling face emojis and Bus No. 247 with a happy driver and students. The poster was judged by participants from around the state at the NC Pupil Transportation Association Conference in Asheville.

Parents turn out for Lights on After School
Families of the 21st Century grant program at WA Morgan and Glen Alpine elementary schools came together at Glen Alpine to celebrate the 17th annual Lights on After School. This is a nationwide event that celebrates the importance of after-school programs in the lives of students, families, and communities, as well as the need for more quality programs for students in the after-school setting. Staff from Me, You, and Some Glee assisted with art patterns set up for students to participate in unique art opportunities, including glazing a light bulb ornament to celebrate the cause. Every student received a free pass to Me, You, and Some Glee, and participated in a raffle for a free glow-in-the-dark t-shirt party - all donated by Me, You, and Some Glee. Missionary Ridge Dr. Scott Soeder for evidence from the Burke County Public Schools’ 21st Century program, Cindy Pedderson said, “I appreciate our sponsors for this event and everything they do to support us in making our program the best we can for students and parents.”

Second graders make hats for a good cause
Second graders at Forest Hill Elementary School recently competed lessons on the production of goods by designing, making, and selling felt hats and bookmarks. They then realized a profit to a fundraiser for a fellow student at Forest Hill. All four second-grade classrooms participated in the project, which is becoming an annual event for the grade level. The students sourced their felt from a company in Asheville that recycles plastic bottles to make the material. The students also came up with their own patterns for the hats, and Opportunity Threading in Asheville used the pattern to sew the hats together for them. The students then designed felt embellishments for each hat. The students also designed and crafted felt bookmarks. They sold their wares at the school’s Spooky Science Night on Oct. 27. Their profit totaled $401, all of which they donated to a first-grade student who has battled cancer.

Former student is illustrator of Dr. Seuss book
Children’s book illustrator Katie Kath, a 2007 graduate of Freedom High School, returned to Morganton in late October to autograph copies of “Come on Over to My House,” a book Dr. Seuss wrote and Kath illustrated. Kath did a presentation at Mull Elementary School for the students and talked to them behind the scenes about what it’s like to illustrate children’s books. She also talked to the students about the anatomy of a book, how they are printed and gave insight into how she comes up with illustrations for characters in books. Kath visited a grade-level sharing a combination of grade and an elephant, which was the students’ choice in what she would draw. Kath has a master’s degree in illustration from Savannah College of Art and Design and in 2013 won a Society of Children’s Books Writers and Illustrators scholarship. The students also chose to have her illustrate the re-release of “Come on Over to My House,” a story about how much kids from all over the world have in common with each other. Kath now makes her home in Winston-Salem.

Honor Calculus: a real virtual
Honor Calculus students at Freedom and Draughn high schools have a unique connection this year. Freedom High math teacher Kelly Baker can be at one school and teach students at the other through a virtual classroom. A live camera feed in the classrooms ensures the 16 miles between the schools and allows their honors calculus class to be one.

Eleven students are in the class and 15 students from Freedom are in the class. And they never know which classroom Baker will pop up in person. “This is my first time doing a virtual class,” Baker said. “So far I am enjoying it. I work with a website called Padlet that allows all of the students in the class to post a picture and tell a little about themselves. This information will only be accessible to those in the class. It’s definitely a learning curve, but I am excited to be a part of this class.”

Each class is taped and saved for additional students whose schedules do not allow them to meet with Baker at a set time. Students from the four high schools who have taken virtual classes at the STEAM Academy through the NC School of Science and Math are accustomed to this type of learning environment.

Burke County Public Schools Superintendent Larry Pumma said, “Today’s students are digital natives. They learn in different ways than we did and not in desks in rows with a teacher lecturing from the front of the classroom. This is one way to fulfill the need for a different learning environment. Online classes allow students flexibility in when they take the class, especially if it is only offered one time a year or once semester. It allows for flexible schedules for a fifth period class for, say a bond student who has a really tight schedule. It allows students to interact with other students from different high schools and experience a teacher from a different high school. Ms. Baker is one of our best teachers and I love her passion and energy and her love for teaching and that comes through in person and virtually.”

BCPS has offered virtual classes taught by its own teachers previously with an ACCI prep course and Personal Finance. Pumma said he hopes to be able to offer more virtual classes soon.

Transportation department passes inspection
The Burke County Public Schools Transportation Department received an 11.8 score on the NC Department of Public Instruction transportation inspection. State transportation officials inspected the school system’s fleet of 110 buses and each year assigns a score to help bus garages track improvement from one year to the next. The low score is an indication of fewer defects found during the inspection. Last year’s BCPS inspection score was 19.60. The average score for the school districts in the Western region last year was 24.09. BCPS Director of Transportation John Canaday said there are 400 items on the state inspection checklist that can be a bus and Burke’s buses passed all checkpoints. “This score is one of the best in the state,” Canaday said. “It is a reflection of our staff at the garage. We have a great staff even though like most departments we are short staffed. Our guys care about the safety of the students and the buses and this score is a reflection of them.” Canaday said Burke’s buses carry 3,500 students 5,500 miles a day. All are equipped with GPS tracking devices, 44 have stop-arm cameras and seven new buses have seatbelts with four more equipped with seatbelts expected for next year.

Cheryl Shaffer is the Public Relations Officer for the Burke County Public School System.
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WE ARE excited about THE FUTURE.

The Crossnore School and The Children’s Home are merging into one organization effective January 1, 2017. Because together, we can serve more children.

Corbin, age 9 and Camden, age 6, live in Peaceful Cottage and are part of a sibling group of five brothers.

MORE NEWS will be coming in the next few months. But for now, we wanted you to know that we are working to serve more children in western North Carolina through our programs in residential foster care, community-based foster care, education, and out-patient therapies. For more information, visit www.crossnoreschool.org

100 D A R Drive | Crossnore, NC 28616
(828) 733-4305  info@crossnoreschool.org  www.crossnoreschool.org
Embracing the future

LOCATED ON THE CAMPUS OF MARS HILL UNIVERSITY
You’ll enjoy stimulating lectures, cultural activities, sporting events, and educational opportunities.

PROVIDING SIX LEVELS OF CARE
Private Bath & Kitchenette
Phone/Cable Included
Physician Scheduling with Transportation
No Entrance Fees

170 South Main Street, Mars Hill, NC 28754

Mars Hill
RETIREMENT COMMUNITY

www.marshallretire.com

Call today to schedule a visit!
(828) 689-7970